GAHC010021562020

THE GAUHATI HIGH COURT
(THE HIGH COURT OF ASSAM, NAGALAND, MIZORAM & ARUNACHAL PRADESH)

WP(C)/617/2020
1: SAURAV JYOTI PARASOR, S/O- MR. HIRANYA KUMAR GOSWAMI RESIDENT OFH.NO. 2, LALMATI, BHETAPARA ROAD P.O AND P.S-BELTOLA AND BASISTHA
DISTRICT-KAMRUP(M), PIN-781028.
2: AFZAL IBNE HAFIZ S/O- MR. HAFIZ UDDIN AHMED RESIDENT OF- SKB
ROADAMINPATTY P.O AND P.S- NAGAON AND NAGAON SADAR DISTRICTNAGAON PIN-782001.
3: AJIT KRO S/O- KHONSING KRO RESIDENT OF- KATCHERUI RONGPI VILLAGE
DOKMOKA DISTRICT-KARBI ANGLONG PIN-782441.
4: AKASH SAH S/O- SHANKAR SAH RESIDENT OF- RAJGARH P.O-RAJGARH
DISTRICT-DIBRUGARH PIN-786611.
5: ALAKESH PRATIM DEKA S/O-PRAFULLA KUMAR DEKA RESIDENT OF H.NO. 38
BYELANE 5 AEC ROAD SUNDARBARI JALUKBARI DISTRICT- KAMRUP(M) PIN781014.
6: ALICE BORUAH C/O-DEBESWAR BORUAH RESIDENT OF- ARADHAL WARD NO.2
SANKAR NAGAR DISTRICT-DHEMAJI P.O-DHEMAJI PIN-787057.
7: AMIT DAS S/O-AROBINDA DAS RESIDENT OF- MANCOTTA TEPORGAON
DISTRICT- DIBRUGARH P.O- C.R.BUILDING PIN-786003 8: ANGANA KAKOTY C/OLATE DR. SOMESWAR KAKOTY RESIDENT OF-WEST MILAN NAGAR P-LANE
DISTRICT-DIBRUGARH.P.O.-C.R. BUILDING PIN-786003.
9: ANJAN DEKA C/O-NARAYAN CHANDRA DEKA RESIDENT OF-WARD NO 3
PATHSALA DIST- BARPETA PO- PATHSALA PIN-781325.
10: ANKU MEDHI C/O-MANI RAM MEDHI. RESIDENT OF-VILL-MALIKUCHI WARD
NO 03 PO AND DISTRICT-NALBARI. PIN-781335.
11: ANKUR GOGOI C/O-LATE ANIL GOGOI. RESIDENT OF-C/O DIPA HANDIQUE
GOGOI LAHINGIA GAON DISTRICT-SIVASAGAR P/O. KONWARPUR PIN-785667.
12: AVINASH PAUL C/O-DAYAMOY PAUL. RESIDENT OF MR. PALLY ROAD N-AREA
WARD NO 11 P.O. LANKA DIST. HOJAI PIN-782446.
13: BABLI BURAGOHAIN C/O-JAGANNATH BURAGOHAIN. RESIDENT OF-C/O
JAGANNATH BURAGOHAIN SUKANPUKHURI DEMOW PO-NAHAT PIN-785662.
14: BANKIM KALITA C/O-DINABANDHU KALITA RESIDENT OF-HAJO PATANI PSHAJO DIST-KAMRUP PIN-781012.
15: BARAKHA DAS C/O-DHIREN CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF-NEAR JALUKBARI
JATIYA BIDYALAYA GARIGAON JALUKBARI DIST-KAMRUP METRO PIN-781012.
16: BARASHA BORUAH C/O-ATUL BORUAH. RESIDENT OF-HATKHULA VILLAGE
DIST- DIBRUGARH ASSAM PO/PS- CHABUA PIN- 786184.
17: BHABA JYOTI DAS C/O-LATE SHYAMA PRASAD DAS RESIDENT OF-VILL
ANDPO -DALGOMA PS- MATIA DIST- GOALPARA ASSAM PIN- 783125.

18: BHUPAN BODO C/O-NARESH BODO RESIDENT OF-VILL- HAGJER NAGAR
PO/PS-HAFLONG DIST- DIMA HASAO ASSAM. PIN –788819.
19: BIJOY SHANKAR BORAH C/O-PRASANTA BORAH. RESIDENT OF-SANTIPUR
SONARI WARD NO 9 DIST-CHARAIDEO PIN-785690.
20: BIKASH DIBRA C/O-SUKON DIBRA. RESIDENT OF-VILL- HAZAGAPHER P.O.FOREST BAZAR P.S.- KHERONI DIST.- WEST KARBI ANGLONG ASSAM PIN CODE782448.
21: BISWAJIT DAS C/O-LATE DHIRAJ KUMAR DAS RESIDENT OF-H/N-20 NANDAN
PATH BISHNURABHA ROAD BHETAPARA DIST- KAMRUP METRO PIN-781028.
22:

BISWAJIT GOGOI C/O-DULESWAR GOGOI

RESIDENT

OF-PHUTAHULA

VILLAGE GHORAMORA PO/PS- LAHOWAL DIST-DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN-786010.
23: BIRINCHI PATIR C/O-KARNESWAR PATIR. RESIDENT OF-VILL AND P.O. GA
DANGAR CHUK GHILAMARA DIST-LAKHIMPUR ASSAM PIN-787053.
24: CHANAUR RAHMAN C/O-ABEDUR RAHMAN RESIDENT OF-VILL AND P.O.
PURANIGUDAM DIST. NAGAON ASSAM PIN- 782141.
25: CHANDAN JYOTI SAIKIA C/O-PRASANTA SAIKIA. RESIDENT OF-VILLLOKHOWJAN PO- LOKHOWJAN VIA BOKAKHAT PS- BOKAKHAT DIST- GOLAGHAT
ASSAM PIN- 785612.
26:

DARIN

BARUAH

CHIRINGCHAPORI

C/O-

GOLOK

SANTOSHIMAA

CHANDRA

MANDIR

BARUAH.

LANE

RESIDENT

KHATONIARPARA

OFDIST-

DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN - 786001
27: DEBANGA BHUSAN DUTTA C/O-GOPAL KUMAR DUTTA RESIDENT OFCHAMPAK NAGAR NARANARAYAN PATH H.N.15 BORSAJAI BASISTHA GHY-29
28: DEBARSHI SAIKIA C/O-GIRINDRA KUMAR SAIKIA RESIDENT OF-H/N 135 MON
NANDINI PATH CHASAL SIX MILE GHY-781022.
29: DEEP PAUL C/O-NIRANJAN PAUL. RESIDENT OF-VILL-KALDOBA PART-II POAGOMANI PS-AGOMANI DIST-DHUBRI ASSAM PIN-783335.
30: DEVAYANI BORUAH C/O-MR. IDUL BORUAH RESIDENT OF-VIL- MIKIRHAT
BARUAHCHUK P.O.- PURANIGUDAM DIST-NAGAON ASSAM PIN-782141.
31:

DHARMENDRA

NATH S/O HEMEN NATH

RESIDENT OF- MALIGAON

NILACHALPUR SRIMANTA SANKARDEV NAGAR GUWAHATI PIN- 781011
32: DIBYAJYOTI BORAH S/O- HEM CHANDRA BORAH RESIDENT OF- VILLMAZGAON PO-JAMUGURIHAT PS- JAMUGURIHAT PIN-784180 DIST-SONITPUR
ASSAM.
33: DIBYAJYOTI CHANGMAI S/O- MOHENDRA CHANGMAI RESIDENT OFHATIMURAGAON MANCOTTA DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN 786003 34: DIMPI BARUAH
D/O- HEMA KANTA BARUAH RESIDENT OF- JP NAGAR DIBRUGARH PO CR
BUILDING 786003.
35: DIPTIMOYEE PHUKAN D/O- LATE GOPI NATH PHUKAN RESIDENT OFCHIRING GAON RAILWAY COLONY P.O.- C.R BUILDING CHOWKIDINGHEE PIN786003 DIBRUGARH ASSAM.
36: DWIPJYOTI MISHRA S/O- BIRESH MISHRA RESIDENT OF- VILLAND P.OAMANI DIST.-NALBARI(ASSAM) PIN-781306.
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37: EAMIN ALI S/O- ATOWAR RAHMAN RESIDENT OF- VILL- HARIPUR POGOMAFULBARI DIST- BARPETA ASSAM PIN- 781302.
38: FIROZ AHMED S/O- FAIZ ALI RESIDENT OF- H/N-99. PRABHAT BODO PATH.
DHIRENPARA AMTOL. GUWAHATI- 781025 ASSAM.
39: GANGARAM SAPKOTA S/O- KAMAL SAPKOTA RESIDENT OF- 2 NO. DULIAJAN
GAON THAPABASTI P.O. ANANDAPARA DULIAJAN DULIAJAN- 786692.
40: GAURI PRASAD GOGOI S/O- SANJIB GOGOI RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO.99
RAJADHAP SONARI CHARAIDEO ASSAM. PIN. 785690.
41: GOPAL BANIK S/O- SUBHASH BANIK RESIDENT OF- VILL- B.K. BARUAH ROAD
(SAHA PATTY) P.O./P.S.-HOJAI DIST-HOJAI PIN-782435.
42: HIMADRI BARUAH D/O-LATE JITENDRA NATH BARUAH RESIDENT OFCHANDAN NAGAR TEPORGAON DIBRUGARH 786003 ASSAM.
43: HIRAKJYOTI BAYAN S/O-RANJIT KUMAR BAYAN RESIDENT OF- 203
BATAHGHULI ROAD BATAHGHULI PANJABARI GUWAHATI-781037.
44: JAISHREE BORUAH D/O- ROMA KANTA BORUAH RESIDENT OF- VILLBAMGOAN

NEAR

SILAPATHAR

HIGHER

SECONDARY

SCHOOL

P.O./P.S-

SILAPATHAR DIST-DHEMAJI ASSAM PIN NO-787059.
45: HIRONYA KUMAR PHUKAN S/O- JUKTI NATH PHUKAN RESIDENT OF- HOUSE
NO- 262 SAMAGURI NAGAON 782140.
46: JOYBOL THAOSEN S/O- DERINGDAOTHAOSEN RESIDENT OF- VILL- DIGRIK
HAFLONG DIMA HASAO ASSAM. PIN -788819.
47: JYOTISMAN SAIKIA S/O GAJENDRA NATH SAIKIA RESIDENT OF- ABC TARUN
NAGAR BYE LANE NO 2/9 HOUSE NO-15 GUWAHATI DISTRICT- KAMRUP(METRO)
PIN- 781005.
48: KAPIL KATUWAL S/O BHARAT CH CHETRYKATUWAL RESIDENT OF- VILLTHALKUCHI (BIDYAPUR) P.O-GERUA ASHRAM ASSAM DISTRICT-BAKSA (B.T.A.D)
PIN-781344.
49: KOULLAB SAIKIA S/O PORAG KR SAIKIA RESIDENT OF- MALOW ALI B.P.
ROAD JORHAT DISTRICT- JORHAT PIN-785001.
50:

KOUSTUVEE

SAIKIA

D/O

VEDANTA

MADHAV

RESIDENT

OF-

C/O

DAMBARUDHARSAIKIA VILL- MORIKOLONG LANKA DABAKAROAD P.O-NAGAON
DISTRICT- NAGAON PIN- 782001.
51: KRITIKA LANGTHASA D/O LT. ARNODALANGTHASA RESIDENT OF SAINZA
RAJI HAFLONG DIMAHASAO ASSAM DISTRICT- DIMA HASAO PIN -788819.
52: MANJIT KUMAR S/O JAGADISH KUMAR RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO.-107 PNGB
ROAD GOTANAGAR NEAR DON BOSCO SCHOOL MALIGAON. P.O.MALIGAON
ASSAM. DISTRICT- KAMRUP METRO PIN- 781011.
53: MOON MOON MEDHI D/ORAMKRISHNAMEDHI RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO.2
FAKHARUDDIN ALI AHMED NAGAR PANJABARI ROAD SIXMILE GUWAHATI ASSAM
DISTRICT- KAMRUP METRO PIN-781022.
54: MOTIUR RAHMAN S/O SIDDIQUE ULLAH RESIDENT OF- VILL-BILOTIA-1 P.O.DHING DIST- NAGAON ASSAM DISTRICT- NAGAON PIN-782123.
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55: MRINALINI DUTTA D/O HEMEN KUMAR DUTTA RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO 1
1ST BYELANE NAVAGIRI ROAD CHANDMARI GUWAHATI DISTRICT- KAMRUP
METRO PIN- 781003.
56: MRINMOYEE DAS D/O SUBHASH DAS RESIDENT OF- GOKUL NIWAS FLAT NO204 BLOCK-D ADABARITINIALI PANDU PORT ROAD GUWAHATI-12 ASSAM
DISTRICT- KAMRUP METRO PIN- 781012.
57: NABAJYOTI DEKA S/O PRAHLAD DEKA RESIDENT OF- VILL -JAPARKUCHI POCHOWKBAZAR DIST -NALBARI DISTRICT- NAGAON PIN-781334.
58: PALLAV JYOTI SAIKIA S/O BIRENSAIKIA RESIDENT OF- VILL-CHUNGIGAON
P.O-CHUNGI DIST.JORHAT ASSAM DISTRICT- JORHAT PIN-785616.
59: PAMPI DAS D/O UMESH CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF- MALIGAON GOSHALA
KRISHNA NAGAR GUWAHATI-11 DISTRICT- KAMRUP METRO PIN- 781011.
60: PARTHA PRATIM DAS S/O HARI CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO-165
NABAMILANPUR NEAR LAKHMI MANDIR P.O ANDVILL-KULHATI P.S-HAJO ASSAM
DISTRICT- KAMRUP RURAL PIN-781104.
61: PARTHA PROTIM GOSWAMI S/O BHOLA NATH GOSWAMI RESIDENT OF
MALOW ALI BYPASS CHARI ALI JORHAT ASSAM DISTRICT- JORHAT PIN- 785001.
62: PINAKI BORDOLOI D/O LATE BAPDHANBORDOLOI RESIDENT OF- RATNAPUR
SABINOY COLONY NAGAON ASSAM DIST- NAGAON PIN- 782003.
63:

POULOMY

BHOWMICK

D/O

GOUTOMBHOWMICK

RESIDENT

OF-

MADHYAMPARABASHBARI P.O. RAJABARI JORHAT ASSAM PIN- 785631.
64: PRATIK SEN GUPTA S/O LT.SHYAMAL SEN GUPTA RESIDENT OF- BORMURA
MIRI PATHAR DHOLA DIST- TINSUKIA ASSAM. PIN-786154.
65: PRINZA PRIYA LOYING D/O MUHIRAMLOYING RESIDENT OF- VILL-RAJABARI
P.O. RAJABARI P.S. BOKAKHAT DIST. GOLAGHAT ASSAM PIN- 785612.
66: RAFIQUL HOQUE S/O CHAND MAMUD RESIDENT OF- VILLAGE AND P.O.
DUMERGURI P.S. ABHAYAPURI DIST. BONGAIGAON PIN- 783384.
67: RAHUL TIMUNG S/O KHORSINGTIMUNG RESIDENT OF- ENGLONGCHEROP
WARD NO. 5 DIPHU KARBIANGLONG P.O. AND PS-DIPHU PIN-782460.
68: RAKESH KALITA S/O JADAV CHANDRA KALITA RESIDENT OF- ALAKANANDA
PATH OPP BRO HEAD QUARTER LANKESHWAR WESTJALUKBARI GUWAHATI781014.
69: RATNANJALI DEVI D/O LANKESWAR SHARMA RESIDENT OF- HENGRABARI
UTTAR LAKSHMI NAGAR PO-HENGRABARI LP SCHOOL DIST KAMRUP METRO PS
DISPUR PIN 781036.
70:

RIMI

GOGOI

D/O

MR.

CHANDRA

GOGOI

RESIDENT

OF-

VILL-

LORAPUTA(LURUKI). P.O. BETENA DIST- SIVASAGAR. PIN -785640 ASSAM.
71: RINKU MONI BAISHYA D/O MADAN MOHAN BAISHYA RESIDENT OF- VILLDALIBARI P.O.-DADARA P.S-HAJO DIST.-KAMRUP(R) PIN -781104 ASSAM.
72:

RISTA

PRIYANKA

KONWAR

D/O

MAKHANKONWAR

RESIDENT

OF-

HULANGKATONI GAON NAZIRA. P.O.- LIGIRIPUKHURI P.S.- NAZIRA. SIVASAGAR
ASSAM. PIN- 785685.
73: RUNART BORO S/O BHISHMABORO RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO. 41 KATAHBARI
GUWAHATI-781035.
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74:

SABNAM

GOGOI

D/O

HARENDRA

NATH

GOGOI

RESIDENT

OF-

NAMTICHARIALI SIBSAGAR ASSAM -785684.
75: SAGAR ROUTH S/O LATE BIMAL ROUTH RESIDENT OF- VILL- BARUABARI
NO.2 SONAPUR. P.O.AND P.S.- SONAPUR DIST- KAMRUP(M) PIN- 782402.
76: SAMIR DUTTA S/O TAPAN CH. DUTTA RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO. 101
DHENUSUCHA GAON JORHAT. PIN-785002 JORHAT ASSAM.
77: SAMSUZ ZAMAN S/O JOYNAL ABEDIN RESIDENT OF- VILL- SASTERGHAT PT
III PO-DHUBRIPS-BIDYAPARA DIST- DHUBRI (ASSAM) PIN- 783324.
78: SANJAY DEKA S/O HEMCHANDRA DEKA RESIDENT OF- VILL- BHOMOLAHATI
PO. BHOMOLAHATI PS. BAIHATACHARIALI DIST. KAMRUP(R) PIN. 781121.
79: SANJOY DAS S/O GOBINDA CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF- HOUSE NO 14
BISHNUNAGAR PATH PANJABARI GUWAHATI 37.
80: SANTANA DAS D/O MR.BHADRESWAR DAS RESIDENT OF- C/O- PALLAB JYOTI
DAS HOUSE NO. 26 LUITPATH LAKHI MANDIR PATH LALMATI P.O. BASISTHA P.S.
BASISTHA DIST- KAMRUP STATE- ASSAM PIN- 781026.
81: SARMISTHA GOSWAMI D/O MR. ATUL CHANDRA GOSWAMI RESIDENT OFHOUSE NO. 33 D.S.ROAD DURGASAROBAR GUWAHATI-781009 KAMRUP METRO.
82: SEEMA PEGU D/O MANIK CHANDRA PEGU RESIDENT OF- H.NO.-7 UJJAL PATH
UPPER HENGRABARI GUWAHATI. P.O.-HENGRABARI P.S. DISPUR DISTRICTKAMRUP(M) PINCODE-781036.
83: SHAMRIDHA BHUYAN D/O BALINDRA NATH BHUYAN RESIDENT OF- HOUSE
413 WARD 23 POLYTECHNIC ROAD ANANDA NAGAR NAGAON ASSAM PIN- 782003
84: SHIKHA KATAKI D/O JAGADISH KATAKI RESIDENT OF- VILL- MAZIRGAON POMAZIRGAON PS- AZARA DIST- KAMRUP METRO PIN- 781128 ASSAM.
85: SILPA HAZARIKA D/O ANIL HAZARIKA RESIDENT OF- A.T.ROADHAIBORGAON
NEAR AXIS BANK HAIBORGAON NAGAON PINCODE-782002.
86: SNEHAMONI SAHU D/O GAURI SHANKAR SAHU RESIDENT OF- JOYPUR TIN
ALI NAHARKATIA P. O. NAHARKATIA DIST-DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN- 786610.
87: SOURABH BISWAS S/O SADHAN BISWAS RESIDENT OF- TARAKNATH LANE
SHIBBARI ROAD TARAPUR PART VII SILCHAR PIN- 788003.
88: SOURAV BARMAN S/O SOMRAJ BARMAN RESIDENT OF- VILL- ROWMARI
TOWN- CHAPAR DIST- DHUBRI STATE- ASSAM P.O.- CHAPAR PIN- 783371.
89:

SUBHAM

MAZUMDER

S/O

SWAPAN

KR

MAZUMDER

RESIDENT

OF

PACHIMBONGALPUKHURI BY LANE 4 JORHAT PIN-785001.
90: SUDARSANA GOGOI D/O RANA GOGOI RESIDENT OF- KHEREMIAVILLAGE
P.O.PARBATPUR DIST.DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN-786623.
91: SUDIP DEBNATH S/O MANIK CHANDRA DEBNATH RESIDENT OF- KALIBARI
COLONY RLY. QR. NO. K-20(B) LUMDING DISTRICT HOJAI ASSAM PIN-782447.
92: SUKLESWAR BORO S/O BINDU BORO R/O VILL. LURI P.O. NARTAP PS.
SONAPUR DIST. KAMRUP(M) ASSAM PIN-782402.
93: SUMAN SAHA S/O GOPAL CH. SAHA RESIDENT OF- TOWN- BIJNI TOWN
W/NO.2 P.O. - BIJNI DIST.- CHIRANG ASSAM PIN-783390.
94: SUMPA DEY D/O- SUNIL CH. DEY RESIDENT OF- JK TOWER 3C AK AZAD
ROAD REHABARI DISTRICT- KAMRUP(M) PIN-781008.
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95: TARKISH ZAMAN S/O- ABDUL MATIN RESIDENT OF- HN 72 BYELANE NO.1
SUNDARPATH BAGHARBARISATGAON ROAD SATGAON DISTRICT-KAMRUP(M)
PIN- 781171.
96:

TASLIMA NASRIN D/O-

TAIZ

UDDIN AHMED RESIDENT

OF- VILL.

BHOWKAMARI PO. KAYAKUCHI DISTRICT- BARPETA PIN-781352.
97: UTPAL CHAKRAVARTY S/O-SANKAR CHAKRAVARTY RESIDENT OF- MOURA
VILLAGE P.O.- KALAG DISTRICT- NALBARI ASSAM PIN-781351.
98: UTTAM DOLEY S/O-DEVADUTTADOLEY RESIDENT OF- CHARIGHARIA GAON P.
O. - KARATIPAR DISTRICT- MAJULI ASSAM PIN-875104.
99: ARNAB JYOTI DAS S/O-NAGEN CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF- VILL
SOALKUCHI RAJGARH. P.O.- SOALKUCHI DISTRICT-KAMRUP PIN- 781103.
100: SUPRIYA BARUAH D/O- DILIP KUMAR BARUAH RESIDENT OF- SILSAKOO
NEAR UNITED BANK OF INDIA NORTH GUWAHATI P.O-MADHYAMKHANDA P.SNORTH GUWAHATI DISTRICT- KAMRUP(M) PIN- 781030.
101: MANISHA DAS D/O- KUMUD CHANDRA DAS RESIDENT OF- VILLAGESANTIPUR DISTRICT- KAMRUP (RURAL) PIN- 781102.
102: PUBALI NAZIR D/O- DULAL NAZIR RESIDENT OF- RONGDOIBAMUN GAON
P.O RONGDOICHARIALI DISTRICT- JORHAT PIN 785101.
103: APURBA DAS S/O- LATE JADAV DAS RESIDENT OF- K.K.H. SANSKRIT
COLLEGE GATE PADUMBARI JALUKBARI DISTRICT-KAMRUP(M) PIN- 781014.
104: RONI MD TAWSIF KAMAL S/O- ABDUL KHALIQUE RESIDENT OFROUTHGRAM P.O- KALIGANJ P.S - KARIMGANJ DISTRICT- KARIMGANJ PIN788720.
105: KUKI BORA D/O- MAHENDRA BORA RESIDENT OF- SONARIGAON VILLAGE
DISTRICT- MORIGAON P.O. AND P.S. MORIGAON PIN-782015.
106: SUSHIL KUMAR GUPTA S/O- LT. ISHWAR CHAND GUPTA RESIDENT OFBEHIND MITRA AGENCY SHANTINAGAR G.N.B. ROAD DISTRICT- TINSUKIA PIN786125.
107: IMDAD AHMED LASKAR S/O- KHASRUL HAQUE LASKAR RESIDENT OF- VILLMAHAMMEDPUR PART-1 DISTRICT- HAILAKANDI PIN-788163.
108: SATABDI DAS D/O- ASHUTOSH DAS RESIDENT OF- DEEPIKA APARTMENT
PVT LANE VIVEKANANDA ROAD DISTRICT- SILCHAR ASSAM PIN-788007.
109: ABU H.M.K MUNNA S/O- LT. ABDUL HANNAN RESIDENT OF- BUNDASHIL
VILLAGE P.O.- BADARPUR DISTRICT- KARIMGANJ ASSAM PIN-788806.
110: SHARUL AHMED S/O- MD ABDUL MANIK RESIDENT OF- DEORAIL P.O.BADARPUR DISTRICT- KARIMGANJ ASSAM PIN-788806.
111: ISHTIAQUE MD. CHOUDHURY S/O LIAKOT ALI CHOUDHURY RESIDENT OFVILLAGE- RONGPUR-6 P.O.-RONGPUR SOUTH P.S.- LALA DISTRICT HAILAKANDI
PIN -788163.
112:

MOITREYEE

GHOSH,

D/O

RANADHIR

GHOSH

RESIDENT

OF-

PANCHANIKETAN LANE RANGIRKHAR DISTRICT SILCHAR PIN -788005.
113: ANIMESH BARUAH S/O ARPAN KR BARUAH RESIDENT OF- KUSHAL NAGAR
JAIL ROAD DISTRICT - JORHAT PIN -785001.
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114:

RITU

PABAN

BORA

S/O

BOLIN

BORA

RESIDENT

OF

VILLAGE-

GARAMURCHARIALI P.O.- GARAMUR DISTRICT- MAJULI PIN -785104.
115: AMITANGSHU ROY S/O ANANTA ROY RESIDENT OF- WARD NO 2
BADARIBONDH BADARPURGHAT DISTRICT- KARIMGANJ PIN -788803.
116: ALIONS BASUMATARY S/O LATE ROBIN BASUMATARY RESIDENT OFBOKAHOLA TE PO- TITABAR PS- TITABAR DISTRICT- JORHAT PIN -785630.
117: ABIRA DAS D/O DIPAK DAS RESIDENT OF- VILLAGE- B. P. TINIALI
DIHINGIAKALITA GAON RANGAPARA ROAD (NEAR BAAN STUDIO) P.O.- TEZPUR
DISTRICT SONITPUR PIN – 784001.
118: AJOY DOLEY S/O MANIK CHANDRA DOLEY RESIDENT OF- KUMARBARI
JENGRAIMUKH DISTRICT MAJULI PIN – 785105.
119: DEEP JYOTI PATOWARY S/O PRANESWARPATOWARY RESIDENT OFVILLAGE- TULSIBARI P.O.- TULSIBARI PS- RANGIA DISTRICT KAMRUP(R) PIN –
781376.
120: MOUSUMI BANIA D/O LATE NANDESWARBANIA RESIDENT OF- VILLAGEBHUKTABARI PO- SIPAJHAR PS-SIPAJHAR DISTRICT -DARRANG PIN – 784145.
121: SUMITRA BORO D/O NARENDRA NATH BORO RESIDENT OF- VILLAGEBARENGABARI P.O.- PASCHIMPATALA DISTRICT - UDALGURI PIN – 784526.
122: SUNIL SAHU S/O GULAPSAHU RESIDENT OF- GOGAMUKHSANTINAGAR
DISTRICT - DHEMAJI PIN–787034.
123: SUDARSAN DAS S/O PRAFULLA DAS RESIDENT OF- VILLAGE- SUWALKUCHI
RAJGARH IB CHOWK DISTRICT - KAMRUP(R) PIN – 781103.
124: PRATIM JYOTI GOGOI S/O DEBA KUMAR GOGOI RESIDENT OF- VILLAGENO 1 MURKONGSELEK JONAI DISTRICT - DHEMAJI PIN – 787060.
125: SUSHANTA SARKAR S/O SURESH CH SARKAR RESIDENT OF- VILLAGEJOYNAGAR WARD NO-4 GOSSAIGAON DISTRICT - KOKRAJHAR PIN – 783360.
126: KRISHNA NARAYAN PHUKAN S/O TANKESWARPHUKAN RESIDENT OFVILLAGE- KARIGAON P.O-DOOLAHAT DISTRICT - LAKHIMPUR PIN - 787031
127: RUPAM SHYAM S/O DILIP KUMAR SHYAM RESIDENT OF- 84 UDAYAN PATH
DWARKANAGAR SASAL DISTRICT KAMRUP(M) PIN – 781022.
128: HIMAKSHI SAIKIA

D/O PARESH

SAIKIA RESIDENT OF- DHUPALIA

JYOTIKUCHI DISTRICT KAMRUP(M) PIN -781040.
129: BIDUL DEORI S/O BAIDYA DEORI RESIDENT OF- VILLAGE- MR. PANIDEORI
GAON PO-JK CHARIALI DISTRICT - DHEMAJI PIN – 787110.
130: UJJAL JYOTI DUTTA S/O HEMENDRANATH DUTTA RESIDENT OF- C/O. DR.
MONTI HAZARIKA HOUSE NO. 55 M.C. ROAD UZANBAZAR GUWAHATI DISTRICT
KAMRUP(M) PIN – 781001.
131: TRIDIP KUMAR TALUKDAR S/O JAGAT CHANDRA TALUKDAR RESIDENT OFHOUSE NO. 209 VILLAGE- KHEHENIPARA P.O. BEZERA DISTRICT - KAMRUP PIN –
781121.
132: RAJIB BORGOHAIN S/O BONJIT BORGOHAIN R/O HOUSE NO. 53 BELTOLA
ROAD BY LANE NO. 4 BASISTHAPUR GUWAHATI DIST. KAMRUP (M) ASSAM PIN781028.
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1:THE STATE OF ASSAM,
REPRESENTED BY THE ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONER AND SPECIAL SECRETARY
TO THE GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM, PUBLIC WORKS, BUILDING AND NH
DEPARTMENT, JANATA BHAWAN, DISPUR, GUWAHATI-781006.
2:THE COMMISSIONER ANS SPECIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF
ASSAM PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING AND NH DEPARTMENT JANATA BHAWAN
DISPUR GUWAHATI-781006.
3:THE COMMISSIONER AND SPECIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF
ASSAM PUBLIC WORKS ROADS DEPARTMENT JANATA BHAWAN DISPUR
GUWAHATI-781006.
4:THE DEPUTY SECRETARY (E) PW (BLDG AND NH) DEPARTMENT ASSAM JANATA
BHAWAN DISPUR GUWAHATI-781006.
5:THE DEPUTY SECRETARY TO THE GOVT. OF ASSAM PPWRD (ESTT-B) BRANCH
JANATA BHAWAN DISPUR GUWAHATI-781006.
6:ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REPRESENTED BY ITS CHAIRMAN
JAWAHAR NAGAR KHANAPARA GUWAHATI ASSAM PIN-781022.
7:THE DEPUTY SECRETARY ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION JAWAHAR
NAGAR KHANAPARA GUWAHATI-22.
8:SANJIT SAHA S/O. DILIP SAHA R/O. VILL. BAHARI RESERVE P.O. BAHARI HAT
P.S. TARABARI DIST. BARPETA ASSAM PIN- 781302.
9:DEVABRAT NATH S/O. CHAKRADHAR NATH R/O. VILL. DALANG P.O. PANITEMA
DIST. KAMRUP(R) ASSAM PIN- 781101.
10:BHASKAR JYOTI PEGU S/O. GOLAP CHANDRA PEGU R/O. NO.1 KACHUTALI
GOGAMUKH DHEMAJI ASSAM PIN- 787056.
11:RITURAJ BORDOLOI S/O. DULU BORDOLOI R/O. MALOW ALI JORHAT ASSAM
PIN- 785001.
12:KOUSTABH BORA S/O. JAGAT BORA R/O. W/NO.1 BARPATHAR P.O.
BARPATHAR GOLAGHAT ASSAM PIN- 785602.
13:PRANJYOTI PRODHANI S/O. MEGHNATH PRODHANI R/O. KALDOBA PART I
AGOMANI DHUBRI ASSAM PPIN- 783335.
14:ROHIT

GOGOI

S/O.

RANJIT

GOGOI

R/O.

H/NO.87

HYOTINAGAR

BAMUNIMAIDAM P.O. BAMUNIMAIDAM P.S. CHANDMARI GUWAHATI PIN-781021
ASSAM.
15:MUSTAFIZUR RAHMAN S/O. ABUL HASHEM ALI MONDAL R/O. VILL.
KHANABARI ARAIANI PT- II P.O. AND P.S. BAGRIBARI DIST. KOKRAJHAR PIN783349.
16:MONTU BORA S/O. DILIP BORA R/O. A.A.U. JORHAT ASSAM PIN- 785013
17:SHUBHAM SEN S/O. PRADEEP SEN R/O. R.K. ROAD BENGALIPATTY NAGAON
ASSAM PIN- 782001.
18:UDDIPAN DAS S/O. DIMBESWAR DAS R/O. BARPETA TOWN ASSAM PIN781301.
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19:CHANDRA BHASKAR SAHU S/O. LATE KAMAKHYA PRASAD SAHU C/O.
RAMESWARI SAHU R/O. NEW VILL ROAD P.O. AND P.S. - JORHAT DIST. JORHAT
ASSAM PIN- 785001.
20:DIGANTA BARUAH S/O. TARUN CHANDRA BARUAH R/O. VILL. BARJALAH P.O.
AND P.S. TANGLA DIST. UDALGURI PIN- 784521.
21:VIKRAMJIT HAZARIKA S/O. KANTA HAZARIKA R/O. NEAR NEFA OFFICE
PARVATI NAGAR TEZPUR ASSAM PIN- 784001.
22:BHARJIL KALITA S/O. GANGADHAR KALITA R/O. BARJAR (PUB CHUPA) P.O.
BARAMA P.S. AND DIST. NALBARI ASSAM PIN- 781346.
23:PALLAB KUMAR BARUAH S/O. DINESWAR BARUAH R/O. VILL. BATADRAVA P.O.
BORBHETI DIST. NAGAON ASSAM PIN- 782122.
24:JACOB RAHMAN S/O. HABIBAR RAHMAN R/O. VILL. AND P.O. SANIAKI P.S.
HAJO ASSAM PIN- 781102.
25:RITURAJ SAIKIA S/O. LATE NOMAL CHANDRA SAIKIA R/O. KOTOKY PUKHURI
BAPUJI NAGAR PATH P.O. PULIBAR JORHAT ASSAM PIN- 785006.
26:MUSTAFIZUDDIN AHMED S/O. SADARUDDIN AHMED R/O. ARJUNGURI P.O.
AND DIST. SIVASAGAR ASSAM PIN- 785640.
27:IMRAN HUSSAIN S/O. INTAZ ALI SHEIKH R/O. KALNOI MEDORTARI
FAKIRGANJ DHUBRI ASSAM PIN- 783330.
28:JUGIRAJ

CHUNGKRANG

S/O.

JAGAT

CHUNGKRANG

R/O.

VILL.

LAMA

BORGORAH P.O. CHIMENMUKH P.S. SILAPATHAR DIST. DHEMAJI ASSAM PIN787059.
29:SATYABRAT DUTTA S/O. BHABEN DUTTA R/O. VILL. DICIAL GAON P.O.
DHULIA GAON DIST. SIVASAGAR ASSAM PIN- 785640.
30:AJIT MANDAL S/O. LAKHAN MANDAL R/O. RANGAPARA W/NO.2 DIST.
SONITPUR ASSAM PIN- 784505.
31:SHARANGA HAZARIKA S/O. BHUPEN HAZARIKA R/O. DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN786184.
32:JOYNAL ABEDIN SIKDAR S/O. ASHAN ALI SIKDAR R/O. VILL. BOWALIMARI
P.O. LALMARI P.S. ABHAYAPURI DIST. BONGAIGAON ASSAM PIN- 783384.
33:ANKUR DAS S/O. ASHIM KUMAR DAS R/O. DIGBOI ASSAM PIN- 786171.
34:RAKTIM BHATTACHARJEE S/O. RAJKUMAR BHATTACHARJEE R/O. SUKANTA
ROAD LANKA P.O. AND P.S. LANKA DIST. HOJAI PIN- 782446.
35:RAKESH

BARMAN

S/O.

HIRANYA

BARMAN

R/O.

BASISTHA

CHARIALI

GUWAHATI KAMRUP(M) ASSAM PIN- 781029.
36:DEEPJYOTI NATH S/O. KARUNA KANTA NATH R/O. BORJHAR KAMRUP METRO
ASSAM PIN- 781015.
37:MANAS JYOTI DUTTA S/O. PUSPA KUMAR DUTTA R/O. KAHILIPARA
ADARSHAPUR PATH BYE LANE 4 H/NO.42 GHY- 19 ASSAM.
38:PARTHA CHOUDHURY S/O. BHARGAB KUMAR CHOUDHURY R/O. VIDYA
MANDIR PATH BARSAJAI GUWAHATI ASSAM PIN - 781028.
39:DEBOJIT BORAH S/O. GUNIN BORAH R/O. TALAP TINSUKIA ASSAM PIN786156.
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40:SHITOSHNA

BORUAH

D/O. MRIDUPABAN BORUAH R/O. P.O. W.I.E.T

RESIDENTIAL CAMPURS RAJABARI JORHAT ASSAM PIN- 785001.
41:KALLOLJIT BARMAN S/O. MUKUL CHANDRA BARMAN R/O. R.K. MISSION ROAD
W/NO.15 P.O. BIDYAPARA DHUBRI ASSAM PIN- 783324.
42:JABIN SULTAN S/O. MANNAN ALI R/O. H/NO.24 R/O. SWAHID KISHORE
TALUKDAR PATH HENGRABAR FOREST GATE DISPUR GUWAHATI ASSAM PIN781006.
43:SHARIF ULLAH MANDAL S/O. MOTIOR RAHMAN R/O. VILL. KRISHNANAGAR
P.O. AND P.S. BILASIPARA DIST. DHUBRI ASSAM PIN- 783348.
44:RAJDEEP SHARMA S/O. PURNA SHARMA R/O. TILOI NAGAR MORAN DIST.
DIBRUGARH ASSAM PIN- 785675.
45:ASHISH BORAH S/O. TARUN CHANDA BORAH R/O. DEKA BARUAH CHUBURI
TEZPUR PIN- 784501.
46:RAHUL DOLEY S/O. BAPURAM DOLEY R/O. SEUJNAGAR HARIGAON TEZPUR
SONITPUR ASSAM PIN- 784001.
47:LAKHYAJIT SARMAH S/O. RATUL SARMAH R/O. PURANIGUDAM BORACHUK
GAON NAGAON ASSAM PIN- 782141.
48:BHASKAR

TAYE S/O.

PRAFULLA

TAYE

R/O. VILL.

THEKERATAL

P.O.

BHARALLUA TINIALI P.S. GAURISAGAR DIST. SIBSAGAR ASSAM PIN- 785664.
49:ROHIT MILI S/O. LOKNATH MILI R/O. DEMOW SIVASAGAR ASSAM PIN785640.
50:LATIF ALI S/O. HABIBUR RAHMAN R/O. VILL. 2 NO. MEZENGA TITABOR P.O.
PURANA TITABOR JORHAT PIN- 78563

WITH WP(C)/744/2020
1: GIRI SHANKAR NATH S/O UMA KANTA NATH R/O SATI RADHIKA ROAD P.O.
HAIBARGAON P.S. NAGAON PIN-782002.
2: ABDUL SALAM AHMED S/O AZIMUDDIN ALI AHMED R/O VILL. MAROL P.O.
MAROI P.S. SIPAJHAR DARRANG-784145.
3: ABDUR RAJJAK HUSSAIN S/O MUHIBUL HUSSAIN R/O VILL. PULIBOR P.O.
R.R.L PIN-785006 DIST. JORHAT.
4: ABHIJIT DOLEY S/O LILA DOLEY R/O WARD NO. 4 P.O. AND P.S. DHEMAJI PIN787057.
5: ABHIJIT NATH S/O GHANA KANTA NATH R/O VILL. BORUAH BARI PO.
MORITUNI P.S GARAMUR JORHAT PIN-785106
6: ABHIMAN CHETIA S/O LACHIT CHETIA R/O GORKUSH VILL. P.O. NAGAHAT P.S.
CHARAIPUNG CHARAIDEO PIN-785692
7: ABU ZAFAR BARBHUIYA S/O SAIDUL HAQUE BARBHUIYA R/O VILL. BILPAR
DHUMKAR P.O. RANGAUTI P.S. AND DIST. HAILAKANDI PIN-788155
8: ADITYA KURMI S/O NABIN KURMI R/O BHAJONI GAON P.S. AND P.O.
TENGAGHAT DIST. DIBRUGARH 786103
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9: AMAR SHAKTI KUMAR S/O SATYENDRA PRASAD R/O BAMUN GAON NO. 11 P.O.
GABHARUBHETI P.S. PHILLOBARI DIST. TINSUKIA PIN-786160
10: AMIMANSHU MOHANTA S/O HIMANGSHU MOHANTA R/O SHIVALIK PARK
MEHERPUR SILCHAR P.O. MEHERPUR P.S. SILCHAR SADAR CACHAR PIN-788015
11: AMLAN JYOTI BORAH S/O KIRTI CH. BORAH R/O VILL. HOOKIMORA GAON
P.O. AND P.S. BAHONA JORHAT-785101
12: ANANYA NEOG D/O LAKHI NEOG R/O BIHUPURIA WARD NO. 9 P.O. AND P.S.
BIHPURIA DIST. LAKHIMPUR PIN-784161
13: ANGKITA HOJAI D/O LALCHAND HOJAI R/O VILL. DIMALIKPUR MAI BANG
P.O. AND P.S. MAIBANG DIMA HASAO 788831
14: ANKUSH DEKA S/O DWIJEN DEKA R/O SEUJ NAGAR SECTOR-1 P.O. AND P.S.
NOONMATI DIST. KAMRUP (M)-781020
15: ANNESHA GOGOI D/O PRANAB JYOTI GOGOI R/O VILL. NIMATICHUK P.O.
DHEMAJI 787057
16: ANSHUMAN SAIKIA S/O LT. RANJAN KR. SAIKIA R/O NABANAGAR
HENGRABARI PIN-781006 KAMRUP (M)
17: ANTARIKSHA BHATTACHARYA D/O DILIP KR. BHATTACHARYA R/O RATNAPUR
NEAR POLYTECHNIC ROAD P.O. ITACHALI P.S. SADAR NAGAON PIN-782003
18: ANUPAM RAY S/O UPEN RAY R/O VILL. SONAKHULI PART-1 P.O. SRIJANGRAM
P.S. ABHAYAPURI DIST. BONGAIGAON PIN-783386
19: ANURAG BORPATRA GOHAIN S/O ANIL BORPATRO GOHAIN R/O VILL.
DOMJORIA P.O. HALADHIBARI P.S. DERGAON DIST. GOLAGHAT PIN-785618
20: ANUSUYA SARMAH D/O PROSANTA SARMAH R/O TINGRAI 1 NO. ASSOMIYS
GAON DIGBOI TINSUKIA
21: APU KALITA S/O HOMESWAR KALITA R/O VILL. BAMUNBARI P.O. ASSAM
SYNTEX P.S. TIHU NALBARI-781355
22: APURBA DAS S/O PHATIK CHANDRA DAS R/O VILL. TOWN-RANGAMATI PO.
RAMGAMTI P.S. PALASHBARI MIRZA KAMRUP 781122
23: ARLINA KASHYAP D/O ARUN DAIMARY R/O EAST MALIGAON GATE NO. 3 P.S.
JALUKBARI P.O. MALIGAON GUWAHATI-781011
24: ARNAB BARUAH S/O LT. HEMANTA BARUAH R/O L.N.B. ROAD 2ND BYELANE
H. NO. 10 HATIGAON P.O. AND P.S.HATIGAON GUWAHATI-781038
25: ASHISH LUSHON BORAH S/O NILA KANTA BORA R/O WARD NO. 9 NEAR BOYS
MV SCHOOL P.O. AND P.S DERGAON DIST. GOLAGHAT 785614
26: AZIZUR RAHMAN S/O LT. JANMOHAMMED CHOUDHURY R/O VILL. NO. 1
SINGIMARI ALIKASH P.O. ROWMARI P.S HAJO DIST. KAMRUP PIN-781104
27: BABITA KONWAR D/O RUPAK KONWAR R/O NOWSOLIA GAON JORHAT P.S.
ROWRIAH P.S. BORBHETA JORHAT-785004
28: BANJIT MALI S/O KISHORI MALI R/O VI II CHENGA P.O. CHENGA P.S.
TARABARI 781305 BARPETA
29: BHAGRASHREE BORA D/O DHANESWAR BORA R/O VILL. KAMARBORI P.O.
DOLOICHUBA P.S AND DIST. MORIGAON PIN-782105
30: BHARAT MILI S/O BISWA KUMAR MILI R/O AJARGURI GAON P.O. JOKAIBOWA
P.S. GARAMUR DIST. MAJULI 785104
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31: BHARGAV BORA S/O GUNIN BORA
R/O BORPOOL NEW COLONY JORHAT PIN-785010
32: BHARGOV KHOUND S/O SARUBAP KHOUND
R/O VILL. CENGELIATI P.O. NAMDEURI P.S PULIBOR JORHAT PIN-785001
33: BHASKAR JYOTI SAIKIA S/O LT. MADHAB SAIKIA
R/O VILL. DAGAON P.O. DAGAON P.S JURIA NAGAON ASSAM
34: BHUBAN PATIR S/O NIRMAL PATIR R/O VILL. AND P.O. GA-DANGAR CHUK
P.S. GHILAMARA DIST. LAKHIMPUR PIN-787053
35: BHUPOM SHYAM S/O DIBAKAR SHYAM R/O BALIPATHA SHYAM GAON P.O.
BALIPATHAR P.S. BOKAJAN DIST. KARBI ANGLONG PIN-782470
36: BIDYUT BIKASH BORA S/O ANANDA BORA R/O VILL. BAGHMORA P.O.
BAGHMORA P.S. JORHAT DIST. JORHAT-785101
37: BIJAY LIMBU S/O LT. THULE LIMBU R/O 2 NO. HATIPUKHURI P.O.
LONGPOTIA DIST. CHARAIDEO P.S. SONARI SIVASAGAR 785692
38: BIMAN BORA S/O BHADRA KANTA BORA
R/O VILL. RATANPUR PANIGAON CHOIALI P.S SADAR 782003 NAGAON
39: BINITA BORA D/O KHAGEN BORAH R/O W/O MRINAL KUMAR BORAH
WARD NO. 10 BIHPURIA LAKHIMPUR PIN-784161
40: BIREN PEGU S/O JALIRAM PEGU R/O VILL. BORBARI P.O. JALBHARI
P.S DHAKUAKHANA DIST. LAKHIMPUR PIN-787055
41: BISWAJIT DAS S/O LT. JITUMONI DAS R/O VILL. NATUN GARAMUR JEC ROAD
P.O. JEC DIST. JORHAT PIN-785007
42: BITUPAN SONOWAL S/O PRASANNA SONOWAL R/O C/O PRASANNA
SONOWAL MORAN HAT (KUSHAL NAGAR) P.O. AND P.S MORAN
DIST. DIBRUGARH PIN-785670
43: CHANDAN GOGOI S/O RAJAT GOGOI R/O VILL. DA GHUGULANI VILL. P.O.
RANGALI PATHAR P.S NAHARKATIA DIBRUGARH 786610
44: CHAYANIKA KALITA D/O MAHESH KALITA R/O VIP ROAD PATHARQUARRY
NARENGI P.O. UDAYAN VIHAR P.S. NOONMATI GUWAHATI-781171
45: CHIMPY LALUNG D/O RAJ KUMAR LALUNG R/O SATGAON KK LALUNG PATH
P.O. UDYANVIHAR P.S. SATGAON GUWAHATI-781171
46: DANSWARANG DAIMARI R/O VILL. BHURACHUBURI
P.O. SASTRAPARA P.S UDALGURI BTAD-784510
47: DEBASISH DUTTA S/O JUGAL CHANDRA DUTTA R/O SAHPURIA GAON
P.O. RRL P.S. PULIBOR JORHAT-785006
48: DHANJYOTI BORO S/O MUKUL CHANDRA BORO R/O JAPORIGOG ANANDAPUR
P.O. ASSAM SACHIBALOY P.S. DISPUR GUWAHATI-781006.
49: DIBYA JYOTI BORA S/O LT. UMESH CHANDRA BORA R/O CHARIGOAN
BHORALICHUCK P.O. KOLA KHOWA JORHAT PIN-785010
50: DIKSHANITA PHUKAN D/O DIBYAJYOTI PHUKAN R/O VILL. USHAPUR
MORANHAT P.O. AND P.S MORANHAT CHARAIDEO 785670
51: DIKSHITA BORAH D/O- KULENDRA BORAH R/O- PURANI LUNPURIA GAON P.S
NAMTI P.O-DEOPANI DIST -SIVASAGAR
52: DILIP KUMAR NATH S/O- KANAK CH NATH R/O- VILL- KACHARIPARA
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P.O.- CHENGAPATHER P.S.- MANGALDOI DARRANG 784525
53: DIMPAL DAS S/O- PHANINDRA NATH DAS R/O- VILL -GANAKKUCHI
P.O- GANAKKUCHI DIST-BARPETA -781314
54: DIPAK NUNIA S/O- BUDHLAL NUNIA R/O- VILL-GUNGOOR VETERINARY SILCHAR P.O.SILCHAR MEDICAL COLLEGE P.S.-SILCHAR SADAR CACHAR PIN-788014
55: DIPJYOTI CHAKRABORTY S/O- RAKTIM CHAKRABORTY R/O- GOALPARA
BALADMARI BIHU FIELD P.O.- BALADMARI GOALPARA PIN-783121
56: DIPJYOTI GOGOI S/O- AMULYA KR GOGOI R/O- MILAN NAGAR NIZ
MANCOTTA KHANIA GAON. P.O- C.R BUILDING P.S- MILAN NAGAR
DIBRUGARH ASSAM.
57: DOUMINLIEN LIENTHANG S/O- CHUNGZATHANG LIENTHANG R/O- VILL SONGPIJANG P.O.AND P.S.- HAFLONG DIMA HASAO 788819
58: ELIZA DEORI D/O- CHAKRADHAR DEORI R/O- VILL-DHUNAGURI DEORI GAON
P.O- DHUNAGURI DHEMAJI 787110
59: ERINA HOJAI D/O- LT MANMOHAN HOJAI R/O- IRRIGATION COLONY
SARKARI BAGAN HAFLONG DIMA HASAO 788819
60: FAIZIA MAHMUDA BARBHUIYA D/O- ABDUL HOQUE BARBHUIYA R/O- VILLALITIKAR. P.O.-MEHERPUR P.S.-SILCHAR CACHAR PIN-788015
61: FARSHID DILUWAR HUSSAIN S/O- DILUWAR HUSSAIN R/O- J .B ROAD NEAR
MAZID BOOT HOUSE JORHAT PIN-785001
62: FARUQUE MD. SAIKIA S/O- MAHCHIN ALI SAIKIA R/O- VILLANDP.O.LOHARKATHA P.S.- MUKALMUA 781126 NALBARI
63: GAUTAM BURAGOHAIN S/O- SABANANDA BURAGOHAIN R/O- GOHAINGAON
P.O. GOHAINGAON P.S. DHEMAJI 787057
64: GIRISH DOLEY S/O- PHULYA DOLEY RO- VILL-JIADHAL DIHIRI P.O.CHAMARAJAN P.S.-DHEMAJI DIST-DHEMAJI PIN-787057
65: GITARTHEE GOGOI D/O- UMESH GOGOI R/O- CHARIMUTHIA P.O- SILAKUTI
785698 SIVSAGAR
66: GOURIMA SAIKIA D/O- LATE DILIP KUMAR SAIKIA R/O- J .B ROAD JORHAT
WARD NO-5 JORHAT ASSAM.
67: HAINA BASUMATARY D/O- GAJENDRA BASUMATARY R/O- VILL-DHALIGAON
P.S-DHALIGAON P.O-DHALIGAON BONGAIGOAN -783385
68: HARI BISWAS S/O- KRISHNA BISWAS R/O- VILL- WARIGADENG P.OBORAFUTI P.S-HOJAI 782428 HOJAI ASSAM
69: HIMADRI SHEKHAR DEBNATH D/O- KAMALESWAR NATH R/O- VILL.BHOMORAGURI P.O.- HATIZUZUA P.S.- BATRADRAVA PIN- 782122 NAGAON
70: HIMALAYA DAS S/O- NABA KUMAR DAS R/O- VILL-SANPARA P.O.- JHAROBARI
P.S.-PALASBARI DIST- KAMRUP( R) 781122
71: HIMANSHU DAS S/O- FATIK CH. DAS R/O- VILL- MASHKHOWA P.O- JALUGUTI
DIST- MORIGAON 782104
72: HIMANSHU RAJKHOWA S/O- LT GIRIN RAJKHOWA R/O- P.O-CR BUILDING
P.S- MILAN NAGAR DIBRUGARH 786003
73: HIMSHUBHRA DAS S/O- KARUNA KANTA DAS R/O- VILL- SORBHOG WARD
NO-3 P.O- SORBHOG P.S-SORBHOG BARPETA PIN- 781317
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74: HIRAK JYOTI PATAR S/O- BALEN CH. PATAR R/O- VILL- RAIDONGIA
PHULAGURU P.O- AIBHETI P.S- JAJORI NAGAON 782002
75: HIRAKH JYOTI DIHINGIA S/O- LT. PHATIK DIHINGIA R/O- VILL-DHUNAGURI
P.O.- HATIGARH DIST- DHEMAJI PIN-787057
76: HITESH BARMAN S/O- KARENDRA BARMAN R/O- BAMUNITILA P.O-DHANTOLA
BAZAR DISTRICT -BONGAIGOAN PIN -783372
77: JAHNABI BASUMATARY D/O- RATNESWAR BASUMATARY R/O- HOUSE NO-1
SALBARI PANCHATRIRTHA PATH NOONMATI GUWAHATI ASSAM
78: JAHNABI GOGOI D/O- LIKHESWAR GOGOI R/O- VILL- RAJABARI KALIAMATI
P.S- MATHURAPUR DIST - CHARAIDEO PIN -785686
79: JAMMI HAOLAI D/O- KHUPLUN HAOLAI R/O- OLD TB WARD HAFLONG
P.OANDP.S- HAFLONG DIMA HASAO 788819
80: JIAUL HAQUE S/O- CHANDMOHAMMAD ALI
R/O- VILL AND P.O.- BARNI P.S.- HAJO 781102 KAMRUP (R)
81: JINA AKHTER D/O- AZNUR ALI DEWAN R/O- VILL AND P.O-KALITAKUCHI
P.S.-HAJO 781102 KAMRUP(R)
82: JINAMONI MISSONG D/O- RAMDAS MISSONG R/O- VILL- KANGKAN NAGAR
P.O- CR BUILDING P.S- MILAN NAGAR DIBRUGARH 786003
83: JITENDRA BARUAH S/O- PURNA KANTA BARUAH R/O- SONARI SURUJ NAGAR
P.O.-NAPHUK P.S.-SONARI DIST-CHARAIDEO PIN-785689
84: JITUMONI HAZARIKA S/O- KULESH HAZARIKA R/O- VILL- PONARKAUNIA PO
AND PS- GHOGRAPAR NALBARI 781369
85: JITUMANI PATOWARY S/O- ABHIRAM PATOWARY R/O- VILL. AND P.O.BIHDIA P.S.-BAIHATA DIST-KAMRUP ( R ) 781381
86: JORNEL ISLARY S/O- MATHIAS ISLARY R/O- BONGAON P.O.- GOLAGAON P.S.SIMLA DIST- BAKSA 781327
87: JOYASHREE MEDHI D/O- HALADHAR MEDHI R/O- VILL AND P.O.-DADARA
P.S.-HAJO DIST-KAMRUP(R) PIN-781104
88: JOYDEEP DAS S/O- RANENDRA DAS R/O- SONAI ROAD SHYAM SUNDAR
SARANI H NO. 59 P.O. AND P.S.-RANGIKHARI CACHAR PIN- 788006
89: KALYAN BIKASH PHUKAN S/O- HEM CHANDRA PHUKAN R/O- VILL-JUNAKI
NAGAR BHEHPARA P.S- DHEMAJI DIST- DHEMAJI 787057
90: KAMAL DAS S/O- LATE DHARMA RAM DAS
R/O- RUPNAGAR GUWAHATI 781032
91: KAUSHIK BHATTACHARYA S/O- PRAKASH BHATTACHARYA R/O- C/O JIBON
SINGH JONALI SENDURI ALI TRIBENI PATH HOUSE NO.- 31 P.O.- AIDC P.S.GEETANAGAR DIST- KAMRUP(M) PIN- 781024
92: KAUSHIK SAIKIA S/O- ATUL SAIKIA R/O- MILAN NAGAR P.O- AND P.STITABOR PIN-785630 JORHAT
93: KIBALUNG KUAME S/O- PAUJEDING KUAME R/O- HIMRAICHAK(CHOTO
LAISONG) P.O.ANDP. S-MAHUR CACHAR 788830
94: KULDIP RAJBONGSHI S/O- CHANDRA KANTA RAJBONGSHI R/O- GHORAMARA
GUWAHATI P.O- BELTOLA P.S- HATIGAON GUWAHATI-781028
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95: KUNAL MONI DAS S/O- UDDHAB DAS R/O- VILL- SANTINAGAR P.O.SANTINAGAR P.S.-BARPETA BARPETA PIN-781314
96: LIPIKA GOGOI D/O- KHOGEN GOGOI R/O- PATIA PATHAR GAON P.O.BADULIPAR P.S.-KAMARGAON DIST-GOLAGHAT 785611
97: LUNA KONWAR D/O- RANJIT KONWAR R/O- LAHOWAL PATRA GAON P.O.LAHOWAL DIST- DIBRUGARH 786010
98: LUNA SONOWAL D/O- RENU KANTA SONOWAL R/O- MANCOTTA TEPOR GAON
SONOWAL PATH P.O-CR BUILDING P.S- DIBRUGARH 786003
99: MADHURYA BONIA S/O- DALIM BONIA R/O- GOROGURI GAON P.O.BADULIPAR P.S.-DERGAON DIST-GOLAGHAT 785611
100: MAFIDUL ISLAM S/O- LATE FAIZUR ALI AHMED R/O- VILL-MATIABAG P.O
AND P.S-GAURIPUR DIST -DHUBRI PIN-783331
101: MANABJYOTI DEKA S/O-PRABODH CH. DEKA R/O- SALBARI NO. 2 NEAR
SHIV TEMPLE GUWAHATI P.O.ANDP.S.-NOONMATI 781021 KAMRUP(M)
102: MANASI GOHAIN S/O- LALIT CHANDRA GOHAIN R/O- AMOLAPATTY P.O.
AND P.S.- SIVASAGAR PIN-785640
103: MANISHA DAS D/O- LATE SURJYA KANTA DAS R/O - PATHARQUARY NEAR
L.P. SCHOOL H.NO-61 P.O-UDAYAN VIHAR P.S.-NOONMATI 781171
104: MAYUR UDDIN AHMED S/O - LATE MAFIZUDDIN AHMED R/O KALAFAKIRITOLA WARD NO-5 NALBARI VILL AND P.S- NALBARI
P.O.-MILONPUR 781337
105: RAKIB AKTER KHAN S/O - RAZA KHAN R/O - VILL- MALIPARA P.O.CHENIMARI P.S.- TARABARI BARPETA 781305.
106: MEHEBUB RAHMAN S/O - SAIDUL ISLAM AHMED
R/O - VILL- MADHUSOULMARI P.O.-MADHUSOULMARI PT-2
P.S.-GAURIPUR DIST-DHUBRI 783331
107: MEHZEBIN ELIZA D/O - MD. MAYEENUDDIN AHMED
R/O - NOWAPARA ROAD SATGAON GUWAHATI 781037.
108: MILAN JYOTI AMPHI S/O MILESWAR AMPHI R/O - VILL- RAJAPATHAR
MAHGURI P.O-KACHOMARI P.S- BAKULIA KARBI ANGLONG 782481
109: MIRAJUDDIN AHMED S/O FAIZUDDIN AHMED
R/O - VILL AND P.O.- JAGARA NALBARI 781310
110: MITU KALITA D/O - DHANIRAM KALITA R/O - VILL- TALIBALIJAN P.O SARIHAJAN P.S- BOKAJAN KARBI ANGLONG PIN-782480
111: MON MAYOR DEKA S/O ANANTA KR. DEKA R/O FATASHIL GUWAHATI
P.O.-BHARALUMUKH 781009
112: MONURANJAN DOIMARY S/O - BHARAT DOIMARY R/O- VILL- LAKHIPATHAR
KACHARI P.O- LAKHIPATHAR P.S- DHEMAJI
113: MOON GOGOI S/O - MINEDHAR GOGOI R/O - VILL - SUNDARPUR P.ODEORI BORBAM P.S- GOGAMUKH DHEMAJI 787026
114: MRIDUL DAS S/O - PARAMESH DAS R/O - 4TH BYELANE ZOO NARENGI
ROAD P.O.- BAMUNIMAIDAM P.S.- GEETANAGAR PIN- 781021
115: MRIGEN SARMA S/O - BHUPENDRA NATH SARA R/O - VILL- ABHAYPUR P.OGERUAH P.S.-HAJO 781102.
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116: MUKESH KUMAR PRASAD S/O - BABULAL PRASAD R/O - VILL-HARMOTI P.O.MERBIL P.S.-LALUK DIST-LAKHIMPUR PIN-784160.
117: MUKTADIR HUSSAIN S/O - DIDAR HUSSAIN R/O - VILL-BHALUKABARI P.O.TUKRAPARA P.S.-CHHAYAGAON DIST-KAMRUP PIN-781137.
118: NABAJYOTI DUTTA S/O - LATE PARESH DUTTA R/O - VILL- PANARA P.ODAGAON P.S.-RANGIA 781133 KAMRUP( R).
119: NAINA BURAGOHAIN D/O- DHARMESWAR BURAGOHAIN
R/O - VILL- KENDUGURI CHULADHARA GAON P.O- RAMONI ALI
P.S- SIMALUGURI SIBSAGAR 785686
120: RAKESH DEKA S/O- BABUL DEKA
R/O- LAUTOLA P.O.-LAUTOLA P.S.-MUKALMUA DIST- NALBARI PIN-781126
121: NAYAN JYOTI DUTTA S/O- NABA DUTTA
R/O- VILL- LAHOWAL PATRA GAON P.OANDP.S- LAHOWAL DIBRUGARH 786010
122: NAZMUL HUSSAIN BARBHUIYA S/O- LT FOYZUL AHMED BARBHUIYA R/OVILL- JOYKRISHNAPUR P.O- RONGPUR SOUTH P.S- LALA HAILAKANDI 788163
123: NAZNINA YESMIN D/O- AKBAR ALI R/O- BL OCK I I D2 AMAN HERITAGE
OPPOSITE HATIGAON POLICE STATION P. O-HATIGAON 781038
124: NILUTPAL BHARALUA S/O- CHENIRAM BHARALUA R/O- VILL- DIGHALIAB
HULA VILLAGE P.O-NAHAT P.S.- DEMOW SIVASAGAR 785662.
125: NIMIKHA BORAH S/O- PRASHAD BORAH
R/O- VILL -KAHILIPARA KRISHNANAGAR P.O-KAHILIPARA P S-DISPUR
126: NURUL HOQUE S/O- NIZAM ALI
R/O- VILI- GOALPARA P.O.- KENDUGURI P.S- SIPAJHAR DARRANG 784148.
127: PANKAJ DUTTA S/O- PADMA DUTTA R/O- VILL- POTIAGAON P.O-- FOKALA
PATHER P.S-BHOGDOI OUTPOST JORHAT 785111
128: PARBIN EYASMIN D/O- LATE TAIZUDDIN AHMED
R/O- VILLANDP.O -BARNI P.S- HAJO 781102 KAMRUP.
129: PARTHA SARATHI NATH S/O- JATINDRA DEV NATH R/O- VILL-MARIPUR
ANANDAPUR

P.O.-NITYANANDA

P.S.-PATACHARKUCHI

DIST-BARPETA

PIN-

781329.
130: PINKY DOWARAH D/O- PHULESWAR DOWARAH R/O- LAHOWAL PATRA
GAON P.O -LAHOWAL DIST- DIBRUGARH 786010.
131: POOJA GOGOI D/O- UPEN GOGOI R/O- 2 NO. CHALAKATAKI VILLAGE P.O
AND P.S-DULIAJAN 786602.
132: POPI DAS D/O- JADAV DAS R/O- KKH SANSKRIT COLLEGE GATE PODUMBARI
JALUKBARI P.O.ANDP.S.-JALUKBARI DISTRICT-KAMRUP(M) 781014.
133: PORISHMITA SAIKIA D/O- PROBIN SAIKIA
R/O- CHOLADHARA SASTRIPITH P.O AND P.S- JORHAT PIN -785001.
134: PRANAB JYOTI BORAH S/O- GAURI BORAH R/O- P.O- GABHARUBHETI
P.S- PHILLOBARI TINSUKIA 786160.
135: PRANAB JYOTI KALITA S/O- LATE DEBEN KALITA
R/O- ABHAYAPURI WARD NO-3 BONGAIGAON 783384.
136: PRANAMI GOGOI D/O- BAPURAM GOGOI
R/O- MORAN RANIPATH P.OANDP.S-MORAN DIBRUGARH.
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137: PRANITA RAY D/O- TARANI KANTA RAY
R/O- P.O.-NEW BONGAIGAON P.S. AND DIST-BONGAIGAON PIN-783381
138: PRANJAL DAS S/O- TARUN CH DAS R/O- VILL-SIBPUR P.O._P.S.ABHAYAPURI DIST-BONGAIGAON PIN-783384.
139: PRANJAL SONOWAL S/O- DAMBHI DHAR SONOWAL R/O- VILL- NIZ
MANCOTTA GAON BYE LANE NO. 6 P.O.-KHONIAGAON
DIST- DIBRUGARH PIN-786003.
140: PRATIKHYA BORAH D/O- MONUJ BORA. R/O- JEC CAMPUS GARMUR JORHAT
P.O. AND P.S.- JORHAT 785007
141: PREETILATA BAYAN D/O- NARESWAR BAYAN R/O- H.NO.-28 MEDHIPHUKAN
ROAD LAKHIMINAGAR P.S. AND P.O.-HATIGAON DIST-KAMRUP(M) PIN-781038.
142: PRIYABROTA NATH D/O- PRASANTA NATH R/O- VILL-JARAILTALA
P.O AND P.S -BORKHOLA DIST -CACHAR PIN-788127.
143: PRIYANKA SONOWAL D/O- DIMBESWAR SONOWAL
R/O- JOKAI HANCHARA GAON DIBRUGARH PIN -786003
144: PROMAD PRASAD S/O- KANHAIYA PRASAD R/O- SAMBHU BHOWAL GAON
P.O-DONGKAMOKAM DIST -WEST KARBI ANGLONG PIN -782485.
145: PUBALI PHUKAN D/O- PHANINDRA PHUKON R/O- APGCLLTPS MAIBELLA
DIST-CHARAIDEO P.O.-SUFFRY P.S.-MATHURAPUR.
146: PUJA DEVI D/O- PURNIMA DEVI R/O- VILL- NATUN NIRMALI GAON KUSHAL
KONWAR PATH P.O- CR BUILDING P.S- MILAN NAGAR 786003 DIBRUGARH.
147: PULUKESH MEDHI D/O- PRAFULLA KR MEDHI R/O- VILL- DOLAIGAON P.OBONGAIGAON P.S-BONGAIGAON DIST -BONGAIGAON 783380.
148: PURNA ABHILASH MALLICK S/O- DIPAK KUMAR MALLICK R/O- COLONY NO 2
GOALPARA TOWN P.S AND P.O - GOALPARA VILL-GOALPARA PIN-783101.
149: RAFIQUL ISLAM S/O- CHAND MAMUD R/O- VILLANDP.OANDP.S- MANGALDAI
WARD NO2 BACKSIDE OF MANGALDAI STADIUM 784125 DARRANG
150: RAHUL BORAH S/O- BABUL CH. BORAH
R/O- VILL AND P.O- SARAGAON P.S- RAHA NAGAON 782103.
151: RAJ DEB S/O- DINESHWAR DEB
R/O- M.R ROAD NALIAPOOL DIBRUGARH P.OAND P.S DIBRUGARH 786001.
152: RAJASHREE PHUKAN S/O- DEBAKANTA PHUKAN R/O- MELENGIAL VILLAGE
P.OANDP.S- LAHOWAL DIBRUGARH 786010.
153: RAJIB DAS S/O- AJIT DAS R/O- LACHIT PATH WARD NO. 1 P.O. AND P.S.BARPETA ROAD DIST-BARPETA PIN-781315.
154: RAJIB KR DEKA S/O- MADHU RAM DEKA
R/O- VILL-BAGTA P.S -HAJO KAMRUP RURAL 781102.
155: RAJU BORO S/O- KAMALI BORO R/O- VILL-BWIGRIGURI
P.O-UDALGURI P.S AND P.O -UDALGURI PIN-784509
156: RANJANA BHUYAN S/O- DHIREN BHUYAN
R/O- VILL AND P.O.-NIRMALI GAON P.S- MILAN NAGAR PIN -783380
157: RANJANA ROY D/O- SATIN CH. ROY R/O- P.O.-BONGAIGAON
P.S. AND DIST-BONGAIGAON PIN-783380.
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158: RATUL DAS S/O- BROJEN DAS R/O- VILL- RAMRAIKUTI PT-2 P.O.- SATRASAL
P.S.-AGOMANI DIST-DHUBRI PIN- 783335.
159: REJAINIE LANGTHASA D/O- LT HORONATH LANGTHASA
R/O- VILL -RAJI P.O AND P.S.- HAFLONG DIMA HASAO 788819
160: REZUANA NAZNEEN D/O- ABUL HASHEM ALI MONDAL R/O- VILLKHANABARI ARAIANI PT 2 P.O AND P.S-BAGRIBARI DIST KOKRAJHAR 783349.
161: RITUMANI SONOWAL S/O- RAJEN SONOWAL
R/O- 1 NO. BORDUBI DIST-TINSUKIA 786601.
162: ROHAN MAHMOOD S/O- ABDUR RASHID R/O- VILL. AND P.O. AND P.S.ABHAYAPURI DIST-BONGAIGAON 783384.
163: RUBUL CHETIA S/O- NIRMAL CHETIA R/O- VILL- DULAKHARIA P.OBENGENABARI P.S- SONARI DIST- CHARAIDEO 785690.
164: RUBUL KANTRANG S/O- RAJEN KANTRANG
R/O- VILL- BARPATHAR P.O.- NEW BONGAIGAON P.S.- BONGAIGAON.
165: RUMPI GOGOI D/O- SHARAJU GOGOI R/O- VILL-H/O APURBA SAIKIA VILL
AND P.O- DICHOINAGAR DIST -JORHAT PIN-785001.
166: RUPAM SENAPOTY S/O- ATUL SENAPOTY
R/O- VILL- ITAKHULI GARMUR NEAR JEC ROAD P.OANDP.S- JORHAT 785007.
167: SACHIN DAS S/O- ANIL DAS R/O- GARHMUR ITAKHULI JEC ROAD P.OJORHAT P.S- OUTPOST JEC 785007.
168: SAFIKUR RAHMAN S/O- LATE NAZIRUDDIN AHMED R/O- VILLANDP.O.-BARNI
P.S-HAJO 781102 KAMRUP ( R).
169: SAGAR PATHAK S/O- HIREN PATHAK R/O- H. NO. 190 CHACHAL PATH
SIXMILE P.O.- KHANAPARA P.S.-DISPUR PIN- 781022.
170: SAGARIKA PHUKAN D/O- SARBESWAR PHUKAN R/O- ASOMIYA GAON
NAHARKATIA P.O- BALIMARA P.S- JOYPUR DIBRUGARH 786610.
171: SAJIB LANGTHASA S/O- RAJ KUMAR LANGTHASA R/O- VILL-SIBNAGAR P.O.DHANSIRIPAR P.S.-DIPHU DIST-KARBI ANGLONG 782470
172: SAMUDRANEEL GOSWAMI S/O- SUBHASH GOSWAMI R/O- NAOSOLIA GAON
KOTOKY PUKHURI JORHAT ASSAM.
173: SANDEEPAN GOGOI S/O- LT SANJEEB KR GOGOI R/O- P.OANDP.SDIBRUGARH DIST- DIBRUGARH 786001.
174: SANDIP THAKURIA S/O- SANMBHU NATH THAKURIA R/O- VILL/TOWNJALUKBARI P.O.- JALUKBARI KAMRUP(M) PIN-781013
175: SANTOSH MOHAN DHAR S/O- UJJAL KR. DHAR R/O- KAHILIPARA COLONY
P.O.BIONVANAGAR 781018 GUWAHATI.
176: SATYA PRASAD NATH S/O- RABI RAM NATH R/O- VILL AND P.O.- JAMUGURI
P. S- SADAR PIN-782142 NAGAON.
177: SAYANIKA MOCHAHARY D/O- SARAT DEKA R/O- AEC CAMPUS JALUKBARI
P.S-JALUKBARI 781013 KAMRUP METRO
178: SHAMSUZ ZAMAN S/O- LIAQUAT ALI AHMED R/O- VILL AND P.O.-BAGODI
P.SBARPETA 781311 BARPETA.
179: SNIGDHA KHOUND S/O- BIJIT KHOUND R/O- PRINCE ENCLAVE FLAT NO.A 1
BARUAH CHARIALI JORHAT 785001.
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180: SUBRATA

NAG S/O- PRANTOSH

NAG R/O-

VILL-CHAMGAON

P.O.-

CHAPANALLA P.S.-SAMAGURI DIST-NAGAON 782135.
181: SUMAN DAS S/O- LT PURAN CH. DAS R/O- VILL -RAHAGAON P.S.ANDP.ORAHA DIST-NAGAON PIN-782103
182: SUNDEEP DUTTA S/O- LT. PRADEEP DUTTA R/O- CIVIL COLONY P.O.
KAMALABARI JORHAT 785106.
183: SUNITRA GOGOI D/O- PUNARAM GOGOI R/O- TORFAT AHOM GAON P.O.BAMBORAHI P.S.-GOLAGHAT DIST-GOLAGHAT 785702.
184: SURAJIT KATAKI S/O- SIDDHESWAR KATAKI R/O- DEKAPARA BORJHAR P.OLGBI AIRPORT P.S- AZARA KAMRUP METRO 781015.
185: SURAJIT MALAKAR S/O- PRAFULLA MALAKAR R/O- VILL-HAJO PATANI P.O
HAJO P.S -HAJO PIN-781102.
186: SUSHMITA GOGOI D/O- DINANATH GOGOI R/O- VILLANDP.O- BORHAT
DIST- CHARAIDEO 785693.
187: SYEDA NASHRIN SULTANA D/O- SYED NAJIBUDDIN AHMED R/O- NALBARI
MALIKUCHI WARD NO-2 781335 NALBARI.
188: TAJMUL ALI S/O- CHAMSER ALI R/O- VILL- CHAKARMUKH P.O-BURHA P.SSIPAJHAR DARRANG 784148.
189: BISHAL BHUYAN S/O- KANIKA BHUYAN R/O- GOPAL BAZAR TOWN P.O.GOPAL BAZAR DIST- NALBARI ASSAM PIN-781353.
190: TIKENDRAJIT RABHA S/O- KAMALA KANTA RABHA R/O- VILL- CHAMUAPARA
P.O.ANDP.S.- TANGLA UDALGURI 784521.
191: TRAINING LALHMATHUOI HMAR S/O- LALCHAWLVUNG HMAR R/O- VILL BETHEL HAFLONG P.OANDP.S.- HAFONG DIMA HASAO 788819
192: TULSI PAO D/O- MAJEN PAO R/O- VILL-NO.1 MURKONSELEK P.O.ANDP.S.JONAI DIST-DHEMAJI PIN-787060.
193: UDAY SHANKAR TALUKDAR S/O- LOHIT CH TALUKDAR R/O- VILL- DHUBRI
P.O- KHALILPUR P.S- DHUBRI 783325.
194: WARISHAH SEHNAZ HUSSAIN S/O- SOFIQUL HUSSAIN R/O- NAHARANI
MAJGAON P.O.-NAHARONI P.S.-DERGAON DIST-GOLAGHAT 785618.
195: WASIM SABEER S/O- SUZAUL HOQUE R/O- VILLANDP.O-JAJORI P.S-JAJORI
PIN-782142 NAGAON.

-Versus1:THE STATE OF ASSAM
REP. BY THE COMMISSIONER AND SPECIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVT. OF
ASSAM

PUBLIC

WORKS

(ROADS)

DEPTT. ASSAM

SECRETARIAT

DISPUR

GUWAHATI-6.
2:THE COMMISSIONER AND SPECIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVT. OF ASSAM
PUBLIC WORKS (ROADS) DEPTT. ASSAM SECRETARIAT DISPUR GUWAHATI-6.
3:THE COMMISSIONER AD SPECIAL SECRETARY TO THE GOVT OF ASSAM PUBLIC
WORKS (BUILDING AND NH) DEPTT. ASSAM SECRETARIAT DISPUR GUWAHATI-6.
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4:THE DEPUTY SECRETARY (E) PW (BLDG AND NH) DEPTT. ASSAM SECRETARIAT
DISPUR GUWAHATI-6.
5:THE DEPUTY SECRATRY TO THE GOVT. OF ASSAM PPWRD (ESTT.-B) BRANCH
ASSAM SECRETARIAT DISPUR GUWAHATI-6.
6:ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REP. BY ITS CHAIRMAN JAWAHAR
NAGAR KHANAPARA GUWAHATI ASSAM PIN-781022.
7:THE DEPUTY SECRETARY ASSAM PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION JAWAHAR
NAGAR KHANAPARA GUWAHATI-22.

ADVOCATES :

Petitioner
W.P.(C) no. 617/2020
W.P.(C) no. 744/2020

: Mr. D. Das, Senior Advocate
Mr. R. Sarma, Advocate
: Mr. D.K. Mishra, Senior Advocate
Ms. D. Saikia, Advocate

Respondents in both the writ petitions
Respondent nos. 1 – 5

: Mr. D. Saikia, Advocate General, Assam
Mr. P. Nayak, Standing Counsel, PWD

Respondent nos. 6 & 7

: Mr. T.J. Mahanta, Senior Standing Counsel, APSC
Mr. P.P. Dutta, Additional Standing Counsel, APSC

Respondent nos. 8 – 50
[W.P.(C) no. 617/2020]

: Mr. A.K. Sarma, Advocate

Date of Hearing

: 18.11.2021

Date of Judgment

: 14th March, 2022
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BEFORE
HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE MANISH CHOUDHURY
JUDGMENT & ORDER
1.

By an Advertisement dated 14.08.2018, published by the Public Works
Department [PWD], Government of Assam, applications were invited for filling up
156 nos. of posts of Assistant Engineers [Civil] in the Public Works Department
under Regulation 3[f] of the Assam Public Service Commission [Limitation of
Functions] Regulations, 1951 [‘the APSC Regulations, 1951’, for short] in the Pay
Scale of Rs. 30,000 - Rs. 1,10,000 with Pay Band : Rs. 12,700.

1.1.

By another Advertisement, also dated 14.08.2018, published by the Public Works
Department [PWD], Government of Assam, applications were invited for filling up
307 nos. of posts of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 in the Pay Scale of Rs. 14,000 –
Rs. 49,000 with Pay Band : Rs. 8,700.

2.

It was indicated in both the advertisements that the appointments would be
purely on ad-hoc basis for a period of 4 [four] months and the details of the same
could be seen in the concerned website. A common brief Advertisement dated
14.08.2018 was published.

3.

As per the detail advertisements of even date published in the website, the total
nos. of posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior Engineer [Civil] were as
under :-

Assistant Engineer [Civil]
UR

OBC/MOBC

STP

SC

STH
TOTAL

No. of Posts

79

RFW

24

No. of Posts

42

RFW

13

No. of Posts

16

RFW

5

No. of Posts

11

RFW

3

No. of Posts

8

RFW

2

No. of Posts

156
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PwD

RFW

47

Orthopedically Handicapped/Hearing Handicapped/Low Vision

5

Junior Engineer [Civil]
No. of Posts

157

RFW

47

No. of Posts

83

RFW

25

No. of Posts

31

RFW

9

No. of Posts

21

RFW

6

No. of Posts

15

RFW

5

No. of Posts

307

RFW

92

Orthopedically Handicapped/Hearing Handicapped/Low Vision

9

UR

OBC/MOBC

STP

SC

STH

TOTAL
PwD

RFW = Reserved for Women

4.

PwD = Person with Disability

The advertisements prescribed the following as educational qualifications for the
posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior Engineer [Civil] :Assistant Engineer [Civil] :Education Qualification :(i) Bachelor Degree in Civil Engineering of an Indian or Foreign University
recognised by the Government.
OR
Passed Parts A & B of the Associate Membership Examination of the
Institution of Engineers [India] and possessing a certificate to that effect
from the Institution of Engineers [India].
(ii) Apart from English, the candidate should have adequate knowledge of at
least

1

[one]

official

language

of

the

State

of

Assam

[i.e.

Assamese/Bengali/Bodo], except candidates belonging to Karbi Anglong
Autonomous Council and Dima Hasao Autonomous Council.
Junior Engineer [Civil] :Educational Qualification :Page 22 of 80

(i) Diploma in Civil Engineering from a recognised Institute.
(ii) Apart from English, the candidate should have adequate knowledge of at
least

1

[one]

official

language

of

the

State

of

Assam

[i.e.

Assamese/Bengali/Bodo], except candidates belonging to Karbi Anglong
Autonomous Council and Dima Hasao Autonomous Council.
5.

The advertisements further stated that the selection would be done on the basis
of total marks obtained in the written examination and viva-voce/interview. Out of
total 200 marks, 160 marks were earmarked for written examination and balance
40 marks were earmarked for viva-voce/interview. Both the detail advertisements
also indicated that the Public Works Department would hold Multiple Choice
Objective Type Written Examination for Paper-I and Part-I of Paper-II and
Multiple Choice Objective Type Written Examination/Short Descriptive Type
Examination for Parts – II & III of Paper-II. The Public Works Department would
make the syllabi for Paper-I [Civil Engineering] and Paper-II [General Studies]
available in the departmental website.

6.

The petitioners in both the writ petitions having found themselves eligible in
respect of the criteria prescribed therein, responded to the said advertisements by
submitting their candidatures. The 132 nos. of writ petitioners in the writ petition,
W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 vied for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] whereas the
195 nos. of writ petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 applied for
the post of Junior Engineer [Civil].

7.

Notices dated 06.10.2018 and 15.10.2018 were published thereafter, announcing
that the written examinations for the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior
Engineer [Civil] would be held separately on 11.11.2018 and the admit cards for
the same would be issued from 24.10.2018. It was further mentioned that the
respective syllabus for the written examination in respect of both the posts would
be uploaded in the departmental website on the dates mentioned therein.

8.

After processing of applications, the Public Works Department issued admit cards
to the candidates including the petitioners, for the written examinations scheduled
on 11.11.2018 in respect of both the posts i.e. Assistant Engineer [Civil] and
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Junior Engineer [Civil]. Thereafter on 11.11.2018, the written examinations were
held and the petitioners in both the writ petitions appeared in the said written
examinations along with other candidates. In due course, the Public Works
Department published results of the written examinations and the marks of the
candidates scored in the written examinations for both papers were uploaded in
the Public Works Department website.
9.

The petitioners in both the writ petitions were found successful in the written
examinations and accordingly, they were called to appear along with others in the
interviews scheduled to be held on different dates in January, 2019 by issuing
individual call letters to the successful candidates in the written examinations.
After completion of the interviews and scrutiny of marks obtained during the
selection process, the petitioners in both the writ petitions were found selected.

10.

By a Notification dated 05.03.2019 issued under the hand of the Commissioner &
Special Secretary to the Government of Assam, Public Works Department, the
Department notified the list of 156 nos. of candidates who were selected for
appointment for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] provisionally under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 pending receipt of their final police
verification reports. In the said notification, the places of posting of the successful
candidates were indicated. The names of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020
figured in the said list of successful candidates who were offered the
appointments. The successful candidates were directed to join their places of
posting within stipulated time period along with a medical fitness certificate and
self attested copies of the original documents viz. educational qualification, proof
of age, caste certificate, etc. for official record.

10.1. In terms of the notification dated 05.03.2019, all the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 joined their respective places of posting by submitting joining reports.
The police verifications of the petitioners were also carried out in due course and
reports to that effect were also submitted. The petitioners were also made to
undergo medical examinations. Though initially the appointments were made for
a period of 4 [four] months, it was extended for a further period of 4 [four]
months by a communication dated 16.08.2019. Thus, their services were
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continued through subsequent extension orders and their period of service was
lastly extended for a further period of 4 [four] months vide communication dated
27.11.2019.
11.

By another similar notification dated 04.06.2019 issued under the hand of the
Commissioner & Special Secretary to the Government of Assam, Public Works
Department, the Department notified the list of 307 nos. of candidates who were
selected and appointed for the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] provisionally under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 pending receipt of their final police
verification reports. In the said notification, the places of posting of the successful
candidates were indicated. The names of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 744/2020
figured in the said list of successful candidates who were offered the
appointments. The successful candidates were directed to join their places of
posting within stipulated time period along with a medical fitness certificate and
self attested copies of the original documents viz. educational qualification, proof
of age, caste certificate, etc. for official record.

11.1. In terms of the notification dated 04.06.2019, all the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
744/2020 joined their respective places of posting by submitting joining reports.
The police verifications of the petitioners were also carried out in due course and
reports to that effect were also submitted. The petitioners were also made to
undergo medical examinations. Though initially the appointments were made for
a period of 4 [four] months, their services were thereafter, continued through
subsequent extension orders and their period of service was lastly extended for a
further period of 4 [four] months vide a communication dated 27.01.2020.
12.

After joining their services, the petitioners were receiving their salaries from time
to time and there were incremental increases with the enhancement of DA, etc.
The respondent authorities were also deducting the contributions towards
National Pension Scheme [NPS] in respect of some of the petitioners who were
allotted Permanent Retirement Account Numbers [PRAN].

13.

When both the sets of petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 and W.P.[C] no.
744/2020 were so working in the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior
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Engineer

[Civil]

respectively

in

the

Public

Works

Department,

another

advertisement came to be published by the Assam Public Service Commission
[‘the APSC’, and/or ‘the Commission’, for short] vide Advertisement no. 06/2019
dated 19.11.2019 whereby applications were invited for filling up of 156 nos. of
vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and 307 nos. of vacancies in the
post of Junior Engineer [Civil] respectively under the Public Works Department.
The scale of pay, eligibility criteria and educational qualification criteria indicated
in the Advertisement dated 19.11.2019 are same with the Advertisements dated
14.08.2018 for both the posts. As per the said advertisement, the last date of
submission of application was 21.12.2019. The 156 nos. of vacancies in the post
of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and 307 nos. of vacancies in the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] have been identified in the following manner :Assistant Engineer [Civil]
Name of the Post
Open Category

OBC/MOBC

SC

STP

STH

EWS

Total
Post for Reserved for
PWD & Type Disability

Assistant Engineer [Civil] under Public Works Roads Department
Total

63

RFW

19

Total

52

RFW

16

Total

0

RFW

0

Total

13

RFW

4

Total

12

RFW

4

Total

16

RFW

5

Total

156

RFW

48

i) Blindness & LV=3 ii) Deaf & HI=3 iii) Locomotor Disability etc.=2 iv) Autism etc.=3

Junior Engineer [Civil]
Name of the Post
Open Category

OBC/MOBC

SC
STP

Junior Engineer [Civil] under Public Works Roads Department
Total

Total

RFW

RFW

Total

Total

RFW

RFW

Total

Total

RFW

RFW

Total

Total
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STH

EWS

Total
Post for Reserved for
PWD & Type Disability

14.

RFW

RFW

Total

Total

RFW

RFW

Total

Total

RFW

RFW

Total

Total

RFW

RFW

i) Blindness & LV=3 ii) Deaf & HI=3 iii) Locomotor Disability etc.=2 iv) Autism etc.=3

Aggrieved by the publication of the said advertisement by the APSC on
19.11.2019, the petitioners submitted representations before the respondent
authorities in the Public Works Department as well as to the APSC on 25.11.2019
and 19.12.2019. Ventilating their grievances for undertaking a recruitment
process for filling up 156 nos. of vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil]
and 307 nos. of vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public
Works Department again the petitioners, by the said representations, had
requested for their regularization and also prayed for preference in terms of
weightage in both the written examination as well as in the viva-voce/interview
by taking into account the unblemished services they had been rendering in the
Public Works Department since after their joining pursuant to a selection process.

15.

The petitioners thereafter, submitted their candidatures responding to the
Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019 of the APSC. In the Advertisement
no. 06/2019, it was stipulated that the candidates for the post of Junior Engineer
[Civil] should not be less than 21 years of age and not more than 38 years of age
as on 01.01.2019. The upper age limit was relaxable for the candidates belonging
to SC/ST/OBC/MOBC/PwD, as had been indicated therein. On 28.11.2019, the
APSC published a Corrigendum whereby the minimum age for the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] had been reduced to 18 years instead of 21 years. By a
subsequent notification dated 19.12.2019, the last date of submission of
application forms for both the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior
Engineer [Civil] was extended up to 01.01.2020. The APSC had subsequently
notified the syllabi for the written examinations for both the posts of Assistant
Engineer [Civil] and Junior Engineer [Civil] under the Public Works Department.
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16.

When no response was received in respect of their representations seeking
regularisation and also preference [weightage] in the selection process that was
going to be undertaken pursuant to the Advertisement no. 06/2019, the two writ
petitions under Article 226 of the Constitution of India have been preferred.

17.

The writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 was filed on 30.01.2020 and the other
writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 was filed on 01.02.2020.

18.

In continuation of the Advertisement no. 06/2019 published on 19.11.2019, it had
been notified by the APSC by way of an Addendum dated 06.05.2020 that the
Government in the Public Works Department had intimated about additional 104
nos. of vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] vide their letter dated
20.03.2020. By the said Addendum, the break up of 104 nos. of vacancies as
intimated by the Government, over and above 156 nos. of vacancies already
advertised, had been published in the following manner :-

Assistant Engineer
UR

OBC/MOBC

STP

STH

SC

EWS, 10%

Total
PWD @ 4%

Nos. of Post

64

RFW

19

Nos. of Post

22

RFW

7

Nos. of Post

7

RFW

2

Nos. of Post

2

RFW

1

Nos. of Post

9

RFW

3

Nos. of Post

10

RFW

3

Nos. of Post

104

RFW

35

Blindness by LV deaf by H.1 Locomotor disability etc. Autism etc.

4

It was informed by the said Addendum that those who intended to apply for the
said 104 nos. of vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] should submit
their applications in the prescribed form on or before the last date of receipt of
application fixed on 16.06.2020. It was further informed that those who had
already applied earlier in response to Advertisement no. 06/2019 need not apply
again. In the Addendum, it was mentioned that the APSC had, on 06.03.2020,
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notified to hold screening test [OMR based] on the basis of the Advertisement no.
06/2019 on 05.04.2020. Subsequently, however, the screening test [OMR based]
was postponed due to outbreak of Corona Virus vide Notification dated
26.03.2020 and the screening test so notified, stood suspended temporarily. It
was further informed that a fresh notification for holding the screening test would
be notified on the basis of the vacancy position in 260 [=156+104] nos. of posts
of Assistant Engineer [Civil] later on.

19.

In the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020, the advertisement made in relation to
the vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] vide Advertisement no.
06/2019 has been assailed. By seeking setting aside of Advertisement no.
06/2019, the petitioners, 132 in nos., have sought for a direction for their
regularization and/or absorption in the sanctioned permanent posts of Assistant
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department, Government of Assam. In
addition, the petitioners have also sought for a direction to the respondent
authorities to give quantitative preference [weightage] to the petitioners who are
presently working as Assistant Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department, in
the selection process initiated pursuant to the Advertisement no. 06/2019.

19.1. In the other writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020, the advertisement made in
relation to the vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] vide Advertisement
no. 06/2019 has been assailed in the similar manner. By seeking setting aside of
Advertisement no. 06/2019, the petitioners, 195 in nos., have sought for a
direction for their regularization and/or absorption in the sanctioned permanent
post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department, Government of
Assam. In addition, the petitioners have also sought for a direction to the
respondent authorities to give quantitative preference [weightage] to the
petitioners who are presently working in the Public Works Department as Junior
Engineer [Civil], in the selection process initiated pursuant to the Advertisement
no. 06/2019.
20.

As both the writ petitions have arisen out of the same Advertisement no. 06/2019
dated 19.11.2019; the prayers made in the two writ petitions are similar and the
State respondents in both the writ petitions are same, the two writ petitions are
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taken up together for final consideration at the request of the learned counsel for the
parties.

21.

I have heard Mr. D. Das, learned senior counsel assisted by Mr. R. Sarma, learned
counsel for the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 and Mr. D.K. Mishra, learned
senior counsel assisted by Ms. D. Saikia, learned counsel for the petitioners in
W.P.[C] no. 744/2020. I have also heard Mr. D. Saikia, learned Advocate General,
Assam assisted by Mr. P. Nayak, learned Standing Counsel, Public Works
Department for the respondent nos. 1 – 5 in both the writ petitions; Mr. T.J.
Mahanta, learned senior Standing Counsel, APSC assisted by Mr. P.P. Dutta,
learned Additional Standing Counsel, APSC for the respondent nos. 6 and 7 in
both the writ petitions; and Mr. A.K. Sarma, learned counsel for the private
respondent nos. 8 – 50 in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 :-

22.

Mr. D. Das, learned senior counsel appearing for the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2019 has, at the beginning, submitted that though a prayer for a direction to
regularise the services of the petitioners who are working in the post of Assistant
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department in terms of their selection and
recruitment under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951, has been made
in the writ petition but he is not pressing the said prayer for regularisation of the
petitioners’ services in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil].

22.1. Advancing his submission on the issue of preference in the form of weightage, he
has referred to the provisions of the Assam Engineering [Public Works
Department] Service Rules, 1978 [‘the PWD Service Rules’, for short]; the Assam
Panchayat and Rural Development Officers [Technical] Service Rules, 2015 [‘the
P&RD Service Rules’, for short] and the Assam Health Service Rules, 1995 [‘the
Health Service Rules’, for short]. Bringing specific reference to the clause with
regard to relaxation appearing in all the said three sets of service rules i.e. [a]
Rule 28 in the PWD Service Rules; [b] Rule 25 in the P&RD Service Rules; and [c]
Rule 26 in the Health Service Rules, he has submitted that all the said three rules
appearing in the three sets of service rules are pari materia.
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22.2. It is his submission that if the Government is satisfied that the operation of any
one of the rules in the service rules has caused undue hardship in any particular
case, it may dispense with or relax the requirement of that rule to such an extent
and subject to such conditions as the Government may consider necessary for
dealing with a case in a just and equitable manner. Thus, the State Government
in the concerned department has the power and authority to deal with the
present situation by providing preference [weightage] to the candidates who are
working in the Public Works Department for a substantial period of time, like the
present petitioners, since it is apparent that the petitioners are likely to suffer
hardship in facing open competitions vis-à-vis all other candidates in the written
examination as well as in the viva-voce/oral interview.
22.3. He has submitted that because of their rendering services in the post of Assistant
Engineer [Civil] at different places of posting throughout the State of Assam, they
cannot be equated with other candidates. Bringing reference to an Advertisement
dated 24.06.2020 published by the APSC for filling up 344 nos. vacancies in the
post of Junior Engineer [Civil] under the P&RD Department, he has submitted that
in the said advertisement, no preference was initially given to the eligible
candidates who were serving as Contractual Accredited Engineers in the P. & R.
D. Department. When a writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 2839/2020 [All Assam
Accredited Engineers Association vs. the State of Assam and others] was
instituted before this Court, this Court by an order dated 21.07.2020 allowed the
petitioners’ Association therein to make a representation collectively before the
Government in the P&RD Department raising their claim for a consideration of the
relaxation clause under Rule 25 of the P&RD Service Rules, 2015. The
Government in the P&RD Department thereafter, took a decision on 14.08.2020 in
respect of filling up the 344 nos. of vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer and
as per Rule 25 of the P&RD Service Rules by relaxing the age and also by
providing different weightages based on their service experiences in the
department.
22.4. He has also brought reference to another advertisement published by the APSC
on 05.10.2016 for filing up 208 nos. of vacancies in the post of Registrar /
Resident Physician / Resident Surgeon / Refractionist / Demonstrator, etc. in
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various departments of the Government Medical Colleges in the State of Assam
under the Health & Family Welfare [B] Department wherein it was specifically
provided that preference would be given to doctors working under Regulation 3[f]
of the APSC Regulations, 1951 while specifying M.D. or M.S. Degree in the
concerned subject as the requisite educational qualification.
22.5. Reference is also made to another Advertisement dated 20.06.2020 published by
the Medical and Health Recruitment Board, Assam whereby applications for filing
up 112 nos. of vacancies in the post of Medical Officer [Critical Care] in the
Government Medical Colleges and Hospitals under the Health & Family Welfare
Department were invited. In the said advertisement, it was specifically mentioned
that preference would be given to the Doctors working under Rule 17B of MHRB
Regulations or on Contractual basis in Medical Colleges and Hospitals of Assam.
22.6. There was two other advertisements published by the APSC on 01.11.2011 and
30.12.2019 for filing up vacancies in the posts of Registrars / Resident Physician /
Resident Surgeon / Refractionist / Demonstrator / Anaesthetist / Resident
Pathologist, etc. in various departments of the Government Medical Colleges in
the State of Assam under the Health & Family Welfare Department and for filing
up the post of Fishery Development Officers and Allied Cadre under the Fishery
Department wherein it was mentioned that preference would be given to the
Doctors working under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 and to
those candidates having experience in serving Fishery Department under various
projects related to Aquaculture and Fishery Extension respectively.
22.7. Bringing references to the aforesaid instances, he has submitted that it is very
much evident that the Government in those cases had provided preference
[weightage] to the candidates who were serving in the concerned department for
a considerable period of time either under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulation
1951 or under contractual terms. The case of the present petitioners is no
different from the candidates who were given preference [weightage] in the
recruitment processes undertaken through those advertisements. It is, thus,
incumbent on the part of the petitioners for providing preference in the form of
weightage in the recruitment process undertaken vide Advertisement no. 06/2019
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dated 19.11.2019 by taking into account the experience as well as the hardships
faced by the petitioners by dealing with the cases in a just and equitable manner.
In support of his above submissions, Mr. Das has relied upon the decisions in

Shankar K. Mandal and others vs. State of Bihar and others, reported in [2003] 9
SCC 519. The decision in V. Lavanya and others vs. State of Tamil Nadu, reported
in [2017] 1 SCC 322,

is relied upon to canvas that even if the process of

selection has already been initiated, it is permissible to grant relaxation, which
would not amount to change of the rule of the game in the mid-way.
22.8. Referring to the additional affidavit filed on behalf of the petitioners on
19.08.2021, he has submitted that upon publication of the Addendum on
06.05.2020 whereby additional 104 nos. of vacancies in the post of Assistant
Engineer [Civil] were notified, more number of applications were received from
the candidates. The last date of submission of application was 16.06.2020. As per
the settled position of law, a candidate should have the essential educational
qualification which is Bachelor Degree in Civil Engineering in the case in hand. But
the APSC has allowed a number of ineligible candidates who did not have the
above degree qualification as on 16.06.2020, to sit in the written examination
held on 15.11.2020. By referring a few names of such candidates, as mentioned
in the Table in paragraph 4 thereof, he has submitted that the final results of
those candidates’ were declared only on 18.09.2020. Yet, the APSC has permitted
those ineligible candidates to appear in the written examination. Such action on
the part of the APSC has not only vitiated the selection process but also has
caused prejudice to the chances of the petitioners, he submits. He has also made
reference to a number of instances from Annexure-4 and Annexure-5, appended
to the said additional affidavit, to submit that instances are found which go to
show that the same candidate was issued two admit cards for the same written
examination. It is his submission that the Commission is duty bound to adhere to
the principle observed in Shankar K. Mandal [supra] with regard to issue of
eligibility of the appearing candidates are concerned.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 :-
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23.

Mr. D.K. Mishra, learned senior counsel for the petitioners in the writ petition,
W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 has submitted that the petitioners responded to the
Advertisement dated 14.08.2018 and after completion of the selection process,
the petitioners came to be appointed as Junior Engineer [Civil] vide the
notification dated 04.06.2019. The petitioners are eligible to be appointed as
Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department. It was after completion of
about 3 [three] months of their service as Junior Engineer [Civil], the impugned
Advertisement was published whereby 307 nos. of vacancies in the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] have been sought to be filled up by the Public Works Department.

23.1. Drawing attention to the syllabus published after the Advertisement dated
14.08.2018 and the syllabus published after the Advertisement dated 19.11.2019,
he has submitted that the contents of the two syllabi for the paper in Civil
Engineering are almost similar. He has, thus, submitted that the syllabus for the
selection process where the petitioners emerged successful was substantially
similar to the syllabus published for the written examination in terms of the
second advertisement. It is his submission that the said assertion of the
petitioners has not been denied by the State respondents in their affidavit-inopposition. It is his contention that when the petitioners had emerged successful
pursuant to the first advertisement they ought not to have been compelled to
undergo a selection process which is based on an almost similar syllabus.
23.2. According to Mr. Mishra, learned senior counsel, the post of Junior Engineer
[Civil] under the Public Works Department would not come under the purview of
the APSC. It is his submission that the proviso to Clause [3] of Article 320 of the
Constitution of India has provided enabling power to the Governor to make
regulations specifying the matters in which it shall not be necessary for the State
Public Service Commission to be consulted. It is in exercise of such enabling
power, the APSC Regulations, 1951 have been made. The APSC Regulations,
1951 have provided for three situations in respect of which there is no
requirement to consult the APSC and they are, firstly, when the appointment to
the service is made by an authority other than the Governor; secondly, when
appointment is made to a post with a maximum pay scale of Rs. 1,166/- per
month; and thirdly, when appointment is made to a post shown in the Schedule
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of the APSC Regulations, 1951, even if such post carries a pay scale exceeding
Rs. 1,166/- per month. It is his submission that for appointment to the post of
Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department the Commission has no
role to play as the post comes within the purview of the afore-mentioned first two
situations.
23.3. He has submitted that there is no service rules governing the selection and
appointment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department. In absence of such service rules, the Public Works Department has

followed the Assam Subordinate Engineering [Irrigation Department] Service
Rules, 1978 [‘the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978’, for short] for
recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department.
Referring to a reply dated 03.02.2020 furnished under the Right to Information
[RTI] Act, 2005, he has submitted that the respondent Public Works Department
has admitted about the said position. In the affidavit-in-opposition also, the
respondent no. 2 has admitted that the Public Works Department is following the
Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 in the selection process initiated for
filling up the vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department. As the case of the respondents is that they are following Irrigation
Department Service Rules, 1978, they cannot now be permitted to resile from the
above stand. He has referred to the decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India in Dr. Amarjit Singh Ahluwalia vs. the State of Pubjab and others, reported
in [1975] 3 SCC 503, paragraph no. 9, to stress that as the State respondents had
professed to have followed the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 for the
purpose of recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department, it has to be held that they shall scrupulously observe the same rules
at all times on pain of invalidation of an act in violation of those rules. Mr. Mishra
has, thereby, canvassed that the process undertaken pursuant to Advertisement
no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019 being contrary to law, is to be interdicted with by
setting it aside.
23.4. It is his submission that from a conjoint reading of Rule 2[a], Rule 3[1][ii] and
Rule 3[5] of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978, it is evident that the
Appointing Authority for the post of Subordinate Engineer Grade-I is the Chief
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Engineer, Irrigation Department and the post of Subordinate Engineer Grade-I is
a Class-III, non-Gazetted post. The post of Subordinate Engineer Grade-I was redesignated as Junior Engineer by a notification dated 27.06.1983 of the Finance
[Pay Commission] Department on the basis of the report of the Assam Pay
Commission, 1979 and the same was published in the Official Gazette on
22.07.1983. From Rule 6 of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978, it is
clear that direct recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer i.e. erstwhile
Subordinate Engineer Grade-I is to be made by the Chief Engineer of the
Department on the basis of selection made by a Selection Board, constituted
under Rule 13 of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978, as per the
procedure laid down in Rule 6.
23.5. Mr. Mishra has, thus, submitted that viewed from the above context, the post of
Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department is also a non-Gazetted post
in respect of which the Appointing Authority is the Chief Engineer, Public Works
Department. That the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department is a non-Gazetted post is also reflected from the pay-slip of the
petitioners. As such, the procedure laid down in the Irrigation Department Service
Rules, 1978 are mandatorily required to be followed and the same was followed
in the selection process undertaken pursuant to the Advertisement dated
14.08.2018. Moreover, the posts of Junior Engineer [Civil] in which the petitioners
are presently working, are permanent posts and not temporary posts. Since one
of the essential conditions for making recruitment under Regulation 3[f] of the
APSC Regulations, 1951 is that the post[s] is/are to be temporary post[s] the
posts of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department where the
petitioners are presently working, do not fall under the purview of the
Commission and they could not have been appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the
Regulations, 1951.
23.6. He has placed reliance in the observation made in paragraph no. 16 of the
decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in M.T. Khan and others vs. Govt.

of A.P. and others, reported in [2004] 2 SCC 267, where it has reiterated the wellsettled principle of law that non-mentioning or wrong mentioning of a provision of
law does not invalidate an order in the event it is found that a power therefor
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exists. He has also placed reliance in the decision in State of Sikkim vs. Dorjee

Tshering Bhutia and others, reported in [1991] 4 SCC 243, wherein, in paragraph
no. 16, it has been observed that when the source of power can be validly traced
then the State action in the exercise of such power cannot be struck down on the
ground that it was labelled under a different provision.
23.7. With such contentions, the learned Senior Counsel for the petitioners has
submitted that the procedure adopted for selection and appointment of Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department by the impugned advertisement
is contrary to law and as such, the impugned advertisement as well as the
process of selection in the case in hand is liable to be set aside. He has
strenuously argued that for all intents and purposes, the Advertisement dated
14.08.2018 is to be treated as an advertisement for direct recruitment under Rule
6 of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 and the appointments of the
petitioners in the posts in which they are presently working, have to be treated as
regular appointments. Merely because the Advertisement dated 14.08.2018
mentioned about the recruitment to be under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951 it could not be labelled as such. In such situation, the
petitioners ought to be treated as regular appointees as the entire process of
recruitment for the post falls outside the purview of the Commission.
23.8. The learned Senior Counsel has also referred to the decision in Roshan Lal

Tandon vs. Union of India [UOI], reported in AIR 1967 SC 1889, to highlight the
point that once a person is appointed to a post or an office in the Government he
acquires a status. He has further submitted that in the present scenario, the
possibility of securing a Government job is a tough task as there is a huge force
of educated unemployed persons. In such difficult situation, the petitioners took
part in the earlier selection process and secured employment in the Government
after emerging successful therein. The Court cannot be oblivious of existence of
gross inequality in bargaining powers between the employer and the employees.
The manner in which the services of the petitioners have been sought to be
dispensed with is, he has contended, unconscionable in the context of the
decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in Central Inland Water Transport
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Corporation Limited and another vs. Brojo Nath Ganguly and another, reported in
[1986] 3 SCC 156.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 and Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 :-

24.

Mr. D. Saikia, learned Advocate General, Assam has submitted that in the
Advertisements published on 14.08.2018, it was made clear that the process of
selection was undertaken under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951
and the appointments would be purely on ad-hoc basis for a period of 4 [four]
months initially. It was further made clear that to become eligible for regular
appointment, a candidate must qualify in the regular recruitment process as and
when held. The petitioners in both the writ petitions are highly qualified persons
and they cannot contend that they responded to the said advertisements for
filling up the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior Engineer [Civil] under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 without knowing about the
resultant consequences when a regular selection process would be undertaken to
fill up the posts.

24.1. It is his submission that the petitioners herein had hardly about 5 [five] months or
3 [three] months of experience when the Advertisement no. 06/2019 was
published on 19.11.2019. He has submitted that it is well settled that an
appointee under Regulation 3[f] cannot claim regularization as such appointment
is purely ad-hoc pending regular selection. Adverting to the submissions made by
the learned senior counsel for the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no.
617/2020, Mr. Saikia has submitted that the prayer for regularisation of services
of the petitioners therein has rightly been dropped in view of the authoritative
pronouncements on the point by several Division Bench decisions of this Court in
[i] Hemanta Kumar Pegu and others vs. State of Assam and others, reported
in1988 [1] GLJ 383; [ii] Pranjit Kumar Das vs. State of Assam and others,
reported in1995 [2] GLT 28; [iii] Debabrat Bargohain and others vs. Dilip Hazarika

and others, reported in 1996 [3] GLT 310; [iv] Santanu Baruah and others vs.
State of Assam and others, reported in 1996 [3] GLT 323; and [v] Nabin Chandra
Bordoloi vs. State of Assam and others, reported in 2003 [2] GLT 147. His further
submission is that the principles emerging from these decisions would go to show
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that the petitioners’ other pleas also do not have any merit and the ratios laid
down therein are also applicable in respect of the petitioners in the writ petition,
W.P.[C] no. 744/2020.
24.2. When the Advertisements dated 14.08.2018 were published for appointment
under Regulation 3[f] a large number of candidates holding the requisite
educational qualifications for the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and Junior
Engineer [Civil] did not apply knowing fully well that the appointments made
under the said advertisements would be only under Regulation 3[f] and the
appointees had to make way ultimately to the regularly selected candidates at a
later point of time.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 :25.

Responding to the submissions of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 with regard to the contention regarding grant of preference in the form
of weightage with reference to Rule 28 of the PWD Service Rules, the learned
Advocate General has submitted the said relaxation clause can be invoked only
when the Appointing Authority reaches a satisfaction in the facts and
circumstances obtaining in a particular case that the operation of any of the rules
has caused or will cause undue hardship in that particular case. It is only then the
requirement of that rule can be dispensed with or relaxed. In the case in hand,
the Appointing Authority has not reached any such satisfaction regarding
hardship, not to speak of undue hardship. It is his submission that absence of
hardship can be gauged from the large number of candidates participating in the
selection process for both the posts initiated vide the Advertisement dated
19.11.2019. Any grant of preference in the form of weightage in the selection
process under reference to the appointees appointed under Regulation 3[f] like
the petitioners, would be in conflict with Article 14 and Article 16 of the
Constitution of India.

25.1. It has been submitted that the selection process which is being undertaken
pursuant to the Advertisement dated 19.11.2019, is neither in violation of any
extant service rules nor in violation of any norms inconsistent with Article 14 and
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Article 16 of the Constitution of India. The petitioners have failed to show any
legal right to insist for any kind of preference [weightage] in the ensuing selection
process.
25.2. It is his further submission that the comparison that has been sought to be made
by the petitioners with the other advertisements where the preference clause
existed, is completely misplaced. In the other advertisements, the Government in
the concerned Department had decided to give preference to Regulation 3[f]
appointees considering either the long years of experience gained by the
Regulation 3[f] appointees or due to dearth of qualified candidates in the
concerned discipline/field. The State Government had especially experienced
dearth of candidates intending to serve in the State Health Services and
accordingly, it was consciously decided, on those occasions, to give preference to
the doctors working under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951. The
case of the petitioners in view of large pool of candidates available in the
field/branch of Civil Engineering for the posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and
Junior Engineer [Civil], is not comparable.
25.3. It is contended by him that the petitioners cannot claim that the State
Government should extend the benefit of preference [weightage] to them when
no satisfaction about hardship has been reached by the State Government. One
of the relevant factors to consider with regard to hardship to dispense with or
relax the requirement of any rule is the duration of service one renders in the
department. The services rendered by the petitioners herein fall short on that
count. He has, thus, submitted that in the fact situation obtaining in the case, it is
not even possible to give consideration about relaxation and/or weightage, not to
speak of grant of preference and/or weightage.
25.4. He has further placed reliance in the decisions in State of Orissa and others vs.

Prasanta Kumar Sahoo, reported in [2007] 15 SCC 129; Bedanga Talukdar vs.
Saifudaullah Khan and others, reported in [2011] 12 SCC 85; and Dr. M.
Laitphlang and others vs. State of Meghalaya and others, reported in [2004] 2
GLR 546.
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Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 :26.

The learned Advocate General responding to the submissions advanced on behalf
of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020, has submitted some
of the contentions advanced are without the necessary pleadings.

26.1. He has submitted that the contention advanced on behalf of the petitioners to the
effect that there has been admission on the part of the State respondents that
the Public Works Department [PWD] has been following the Irrigation Department
Service Rules, 1978 for recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the
Public Works Department [PWD] is a misstatement. A look at the question no. 7
and the answer given thereof in the reply dated 03.02.2020 furnished under the
RTI Act, 2005 and the statement in the affidavit-in-opposition would completely
displace the notion.
26.2. Mr. Saikia has submitted that the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public
Works Department [PWD] is admittedly not a post within the Schedule of the
APSC Regulations, 1951 and the same cannot be a ground of challenge for the
petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 744/2020. The petitioners’ case does not attract the
provision of Regulation 3[a] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 on the count of
maximum pay scale also. Regulation 3[a] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 has
mentioned about a post on a pay scale the maximum of which is less than Rs.
1,166/- per month in respect of which it is not necessary for the Commission to
be consulted. The said part of the APSC Regulations, 1951 was amended in the
year 1987 but even in the year 1983 the maximum of the pay scale of the post of
Junior Engineer in the Public Works Department [PWD] was not less than Rs.
1,166/-. He has contended that vide a notification dated 26.07.2000, Gazetted
status was conferred on the post of Junior Engineer in the Public Works
Department [PWD] and the Appointing Authority for the post of Junior Engineer in
the Public Works Department [PWD] is the Governor. On that basis, it has been
contended that there is no applicability of the third ground of exemption
contained in Regulation 3[a] of the APSC Regulations, 1951. Consequently, all the
contentions of the petitioners sought to be built on the premises of Regulation
3[a] have fallen flat.
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26.3. The petitioners had participated in the process of recruitment undertaken under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 knowing fully well from the
advertisement itself that their engagements would be temporary and the
appointees under Regulation 3[f] must have to qualify through regular
recruitment process as and when held and such appointment shall not be a
ground for claiming regular appointment whatsoever in future. Now, the
petitioners cannot make a volte face to claim that their appointments were
regular appointments. The learned Advocate General has, thus, contended that
the decisions relied upon on behalf of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 are
not applicable to the facts and circumstances in the case in hand.
26.4. It has been submitted that it is correct that the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
744/2020 came to be appointed in the post of Junior Engineers [Civil] pursuant to
a process of selection conducted by a selection body pursuant to the
advertisement dated 14.08.2018 and by a notification issued by the Appointing
Authority on 04.06.2019. But it was made specific in the advertisement dated
14.08.2018 that their appointments would be purely on ad-hoc basis for a period
of 4 [four] months and to be eligible for regular appointment under the Public
Works Department [PWD], they had to qualify themselves through regular
recruitment process. It was also made clear that their appointments under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 shall not be a ground for claiming
regular appointments whatsoever in future. The notification dated 04.06.2019
was also specific to the extent that they were appointed provisionally under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951. Thus, it is not open for the
petitioners to claim continuation in the post as regular recruitees even if they had
undergone some kind of selection process prior to their appointments under
Regulation 3[f].
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 :27.

Mr. T.J. Mahanta, learned Senior Counsel appearing for the respondent APSC
authorities has submitted that the Commission had published the advertisement
as per the draft advertisement forwarded by the Government in the Public Works
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Department. It is submitted by him that when the extant service rules, that is, the
PWD Service Rules, have not provided for any preference [weightage], the
petitioners merely because they are working after being appointed under
Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951, do not have any legal right for any
preference [weightage]. The petitioners have not been able to make out any case
for preference in the form of weightage on the ground of hardship. He has further
submitted that the preference [weightage] can be given only when there is
specific mention in the concerned advertisement.
27.1. He has submitted that as to when the relaxation clause can be invoked has been
settled by a catena of decisions of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. The
power of relaxation, as incorporated in Rule 28 of the PWD Service Rules, would
be applicable to mitigate undue hardship and to meet a particular situation.
Resort to the said relaxation clause is not to be taken in a normal situation but in
an extreme situation when eligible and qualified candidates in sufficient numbers
are not available or interested for selection and appointment, which is albeit not
the case in hand. To support his such submissions, he has placed reliance in the
decision of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in Rajendra Kumar Agrawal vs. State

of Uttar Pradesh and others, reported in [2015] 1 SCC 642, wherein the decision
in J.C. Yadav vs. State of Haryana, reported in [1992] 2 SCC 189, was referred to
as the said decision had dealt on the issue of relaxation of rule. He has also
referred to the decision in State of U.P. and another vs. Om Prakash and others,
reported in [2006] 6 SCC 474, where the decision in Secy., A.P. Public Service

Commission vs. Y.V.V.R. Srinivashulu, reported in [2003] 5 SCC 341, was referred
to as to how and when preference can be granted. To buttress his submissions,
he has also relied upon the decision in State of Gujarat and others vs.

Arvindkumar T. Tiwari and another, reported in [2012] 9 SCC 545.
27.2. In reply to the submissions made by Mr. Das, learned Senior Counsel for the
petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 on the basis of the additional affidavit, Mr.
Mahanta has referred to the averments made in the Commission’s affidavit-inreply filed in response to the said additional affidavit. Denying the contentions of
the petitioners, he has submitted that there was no violation of the terms of the
Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019 in allowing some candidates who
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were not qualified for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] till the last date of
submission of application i.e. 16.06.2020, in the written examination for the post
of Assistant Engineer [Civil] held on 15.11.2020. It is submitted by him that
considering the urgency for recruitment and to save time, a resolution was taken
by the Commission on 27.08.2020 to conduct the screening of applications after
the written examination was over and before calling the required number of
candidates for interview as per the prescribed ratio. All the candidates who have
applied for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil], have been allowed to appear in
the written examination.
27.3. It has been pleaded by the APSC that scrutiny of all the applications for the
recruitment process has been completed and lists of selected candidates and
rejected candidates have been made ready for publication before declaration of
the OMR based test results. The rejection list has not been published by the
Commission due to operation of the interim order in the present two writ
petitions. It has been clarified that the shortlisting of candidates for vivavoce/interview at the ratio of 1:3 would be made only from the eligible candidates
as per the advertisement. With regard to the allegation of issuance of more than
one admit cards for the same candidate, it has been averred that not more than
one admit card was issued against one single application. In case any candidate
had submitted two application forms, admit cards might have been issued against
it accordingly because admit cards were issued based on the applications only.
There was no instance to the effect that two candidates had appeared in the
written examination held on 15.11.2020 against two admit cards issued against
one particular candidate. He has, thus, submitted that the apprehensions raised
through the additional affidavit is completely misplaced. Furthermore, there is no
prejudice caused to the petitioners in any manner whatsoever at this stage.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 :28.

Mr. Mahanta, learned Senior Standing Counsel appearing for the APSC in the writ
petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020, has submitted that there is no service rules
framed either under Article 309 or under the proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution of India to govern the matter of recruitment to the post of Junior
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Engineer [Civil]. In such a case, it is the executive instructions received from the
Government which would govern the field. The Commission has published the
Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019 as per the draft Advertisement
received

from

the

Government

in

the

Public

Works

Department

vide

communication bearing no. RBEB.159/2018/66 dated 19.08.2019. It did not
contain any instruction to follow the provisions of the Irrigation Department
Service Rules, 1978.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 :29.

Mr. A.K. Sarma, learned counsel appearing for the private respondent nos. 8 – 50
has adopted the submissions made by the learned Advocate General and learned
Senior Standing Counsel, APSC. The private respondents have impleaded
themselves as party-respondents in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020. It is
the case of these respondents that they had applied pursuant to the
advertisement published and on the basis of their eligibility, they were allowed to
appear in the written examination. As they all had performed well, they are
legitimately expecting that they would clear the written examination and would be
called for the viva voce/interview. Their further case is that all of them were
eligible at the time of submission of the applications. Merely because the
petitioners are working in the Department on ad-hoc basis after their selection
under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 no right has accrued to the
petitioners either to claim regularization or to claim preference [weightage] for
such period of service. Only because the private respondents did not apply in
response to the earlier Advertisement dated 14.08.2018 for the fact that the
advertisement was only for ad-hoc service the same cannot be a ground to put
the petitioners on a higher pedestal over and above them as it would amount to
unjust discrimination and as such, none of the prayers made in the writ petition is
tenable.

30.

I have duly considered the rival submissions advanced by the learned counsel for
the parties and also have gone through the materials brought on record by the
parties through their respective pleadings. I have also gone through the decisions
cited by the learned counsel for the parties in support of their respective
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submissions with the caveat that a decision is an authority for what it decides and
not what can logically be deduced therefrom and even a slight distinction in fact
or an additional or different fact may make a lot of difference in the decision
making process.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 and Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 :-

31.

Article 14 enshrines the principle that the State shall not deny any person equality
before the law or the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India.
Article 16 of the Constitution of India states that there shall be equality of
opportunity for all citizens in matters relating to employment or appointment to
any office under the State. The purport and object of this fundamental right is to
extend the right to equality of opportunity in getting employment in public offices.
Article 14 is the genus and Article 16 is one of the species of the same principle of
equality contained in broad terms in Article 14. The word, employment or
appointment includes initial appointment. The initial appointment to any post
under the State like the posts in the cases in hand, can only be made after widest
possible publication of an advertisement, thereby, inviting applications from
eligible and interested candidates. It envisages a process of selection conducted
by a selection committee/board and wherever it is necessary, by the Public
Service Commission consisting of a written examination and/or interview/vivavoce or some other rational criteria with the aim to judge the inter se merits of
the participating candidates in a fair, transparent and non-discriminatory manner.

32.

The background facts leading to the institution of these two writ petitions have
already been delineated above. It can be noticed easily that both the sets of
petitioners are highly qualified having degrees and diplomas in the Civil
Engineering branch. It is, therefore, not open for both the sets of petitioners to
say that they applied to the advertisements dated 14.08.2018 without knowing
that the applications were invited for filing up the posts under Regulation 3[f] of
the APSC Regulations, 1951.

33.

The written examinations for the vacancies in the post of Assistant Engineer
[Civil] and Junior Engineer [Civil] pursuant to the Advertisement dated
19.11.2019 were already over where all the petitioners along with the other
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candidates appeared. By the dates of filing of the writ petitions on 30.01.2020
and 01.02.2020 respectively, the concerned advertisement had already been
published on 19.11.2019. At the times of filing of the writ petitions, the written
examinations were not held but during the pendency of the writ petitions, the
written examinations were held on 15.11.2020.
34.

Both the sets of petitioners herein have got appointments in the Public Works
Department after being appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations,
1951. It would, thus, be appropriate to refer to the provisions of Regulation 3[f]
of the APSC Regulations, 1951. Contentions are also advanced on behalf of the
set of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 regarding nonrequirement of consultation with the Commission for recruitment to the post of
Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department and such reference is also
necessary in that context.

35.

Having regard to such contentions made in the two writ petitions, the relevant
parts of Regulation 3 of the APSC Regulations, 1951 are extracted hereinbelow :“3. It shall not be necessary for the Commission to be consulted in matters
relating to methods of recruitment to civil services and post or the
suitability of the candidates for such appointments, in the following cases,
namely –
[a] When an appointment is to be made by an authority other than the
Governor or by the Governor to a post on a pay scale the maximum
of which is less than “Rupees Eleven hundred and Sixty six” per
month and in respect of post as shown in the Schedule although the
maximum of the pay scale of these posts exceed “Rupees Eleven
hundred and Sixty six”, where direct recruitment can be made.
[b]

*

*

*

*

*

[c]

*

*

*

*

*

[d]

*

*

*

*

*

[e]

*

*

*

*

*

[f] When an appointment is to be made by direct recruitment to a
temporary post created in a service, if it is necessary in the public
interest that the appointment should be made immediately and
reference to the Commission would cause undue delay; provided
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that if the post has been sanctioned for, or is likely to last for more
than four months, the Commission shall, as soon as possible, be
consulted in all matters mentioned in sub-clause 3 of Article 320 of
the Constitution;

36.

[g]

*

*

*

*

*

[h]

*

*

*

*

*

Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 has inter alia provided that when
an appointment is to be made by direct recruitment to a temporary post created
in civil service and post, if it is necessary in the public interest that the
appointment should be made immediately and the reference to the Commission
would cause undue delay, the Commission is not required to be consulted in
matters relating to the methods of recruitment or with regard to the suitability of
the candidates for such appointment. The proviso to it has provided that if the
post has been sanctioned for or is likely to last for more than four months, the
Commission shall, as soon as possible, be consulted inter alia in all matters
mentioned in sub-clause [3] of Article 320 of the Constitution. Regulation 3[f] of
the APSC Regulations, 1951 has indicated that an appointment, made under
Regulation 3[f], shall be in a post which is temporary in nature. If the State
Government is of the view that there is an immediate need to make an
appointment in such temporary post and a reference to the Commission would
cause undue delay, the State Government can make such appointment in the
temporary post in a service or post by way of direct recruitment under Regulation
3[f]. From the narrative of Regulation 3[f], it is clear that an appointment made
under Regulation 3[f] is purely ad-hoc in nature until the regular selection is
made by the Commission in accordance with the provisions laid down in the
concerned service rules, if any, and in the absence of any service rules, in a
manner consistent with Article 14 and Article 16 of the Constitution of India. The
proviso has further made it clear that if the post has been sanctioned or likely to
last for more than four months, the only option available is to fill up the post in a
regular selection process held in consultation with the Commission. As a natural
corollary, once regular selection is made, the appointee who is working in the
post by virtue his appointment under Regulation 3[f], has to make way for the
candidate

selected

through

the

regular

selection

process

and

the

Government/Appointing Authority when any candidate selected through the
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regular selection process is available, has to give appointment to such regular
selectee and it shall not be open for the Government/Appointing Authority to keep
such regular selectee at bay while allowing the appointee under Regulation 3[f] to
continue working in the post. If such an eventuality arises, the regularly selected
candidate has to be appointed even by terminating the services of the appointee
appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951.
37.

Issues pertaining to Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 came up for
consideration in a number of cases before this Court, as has been indicated
above.

37.1. In Pranjit Kumar Das [supra], an advertisement was published by the
Commissioner and Secretary to the Government of Assam, Handloom, Textile and
Sericulture Department on 29.07.1989 calling for applications for ad-hoc
appointments in the post of Senior Inspector of Handloom and Textile. The writ
appellants-petitioners along with others were interviewed by a selection
committee and a select list was prepared. Thereafter, the writ appellantspetitioners were appointed under the provisions of the Assam Public Service
Commission [Ad-hoc] Appointment Rules, 1986 on different dates in 1990. After
one year of their services, they were terminated w.e.f. 22.05.1991 and they were
re-appointed in the same post on the next date i.e. 23.05.1991. The Government
of Assam by a letter dated 30.05.1991 requested the APSC to take necessary
steps for regularisation of the writ appellants-petitioners’ posts. The Assam Public
Service Commission [Ad-hoc] Appointment Rules, 1986 was, thereafter, repealed
by a notification dated 18.05.1992 and the earlier appointments of the writ
appellants-petitioners were converted to appointments under Regulation 3[f] of
the APSC Regulations, 1951, initially for a period of 4 [four] months and
subsequently extended from time to time. Another advertisement was published
by the Commission on 09.10.1991 calling for applications for filling up the
vacancies in the post of Senior Inspector of Handloom and Textile which posts the
writ appellants-petitioners were holding. The writ appellants-petitioners also
applied in response to the advertisement dated 09.10.1991 but in the select list
prepared on the basis of merits, the names of the writ appellants-petitioners did
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not figure as they failed to qualify in the interview conducted by the Commission
for the post.
37.2. In the backdrop of those events when the writ appellants-petitioners approached
this Court, the Division Bench of this Court in Pranjit Kumar Das [supra] had held
as under :“11. This Regulation 3[f] of the Regulation of 1951 came up for
consideration by the Division Bench of this Court in Hemanta Kumar
Pegu and others vs. State of Assam, 1988 [1] GLJ 383. The Division Bench
considered Regulation 3[f] and held in paragraph 27 of the judgment that
this Regulation does not provide a source of power for appointment, but
only provides the mode of appointment and that regularise does not
connote permanence. The contention that the persons who were appointed
under Regulation 3[f] can be regularised if they are otherwise qualified was
not accepted by the Court and it was held that regularisation means
making regular appointment by selection irrespective of the question
whether the petitioners were already appointed under Regulation 3[f] or
not. The ratio laid down in the above decision in our opinion is the correct
proposition of law and there is no reason to take a different view.
Therefore, in view of the above ratio, we are constraint to hold that merely
because of the appointments of the appellants were converted to
appointment under Regulation 3[f] of the Regulation of 1951, they cannot
claim regularisation due to length of their service.”
37.3. The observations made by two decisions of Division Benches of this Court in

Debabrat Bargohain and others [supra] and Santanu Baruah and others [supra]
can be referred to as both decisions were rendered in connection with Regulation
3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 qua appointments made in the Public Works
Department, Government of Assam.
37.4. The decision in Santanu Baruah and others [supra] was in reference to the Assam
Engineering [Public Works Department] Service Rules, 1978 [‘the PWD Service
Rules’]. While explaining the rights of the candidates selected through process of
selection undertaken by the APSC vis-à-vis the rights of the appointees under
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Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951, the Division Bench had observed
as under :“19. In our opinion, this observation has been made by the learned Single
Judge in the context of the rights of the selected candidates vis-à-vis the
rights of the appointees under Regulation 3[f]. A reading of sub-Regulation
[f] would show that the appointment made under it is purely temporary
pending selection by the APSC and the appointment letters issued in
favour of the appointees under Regulation 3[f] contains a clause that
regularisation of service of the appointee will depend upon his selection by
the APSC within the required position in the list of the candidates
recommended by the APSC for regularisation. Since the parties in these
batch of cases who were appointed under Regulation 3[f] did get the
opportunity of applying to the APSC for the selection, and their names do
not find place within the required position of the list of candidates
recommended by the APSC for appointment to the 39 vacancies in the post
of Assistant Engineer [Civil] under the PWD as on 30.12.1994, they should
make room for appointment of the candidates selected by the APSC and
the authorities would be entitled to terminate their services. To retain such
appointees under Regulation 3[f] in the 39 vacancies as on 30.12.1994 for
which candidates have been selected and recommended by the APSC
would, in our opinion, violate the rights of the selected candidates under
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution.”
37.5. In Debabrat Bargohain and others [supra], the subject-matter was recruitment to
a number of vacancies in the posts of Junior Engineer [Civil] and Junior Engineer
[Mechanical] in the Public Works Department for which the APSC after publishing
an advertisement for the same on 21.10.1993, proceeded to conduct written
examination and interview. After completion of written examination and
interview, the APSC prepared a select list and a waiting list of candidates and
submitted the same to the Government on 18.09.1995. Since the selection
process was taking some time, those vacant posts, in the intervening period,
were filled up temporarily by the petitioners under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951. While examining the same issue, the Division Bench had
observed as follows :-
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“16. The law, thus, having been enunciated by the Apex Court, let us
examine the cases of those petitioners who have been appointed under
Regulation 3[f] and as to whether any of their rights under the statutory
provision, the appointment letter or the Constitution have been violated.
The statutory provision in Regulation 3[f] makes it clear that the
appointment under it is purely temporary pending reference to and
selection by the APSC. The appointment letters issued to the 3[f]
appointees clearly contain a clause that the appointment being under
Regulation 3[f] continuance in service vis-à-vis regularisation in service
thereof will depend upon in being selected by the APSC within the required
position in the list of candidates recommended by the APSC for
regularisation. It will be the responsibility of the appointee, to apply and to
appear in the selection notified/advertised by the APSC for filling up the
posts of Junior Engineer and that in case he does not appear or is not able
to appear or in case he is not selected by the APSC within the required
position of the select list, the appointment will stand automatically
terminated. From the facts narrated earlier, it is clear that except the two
petitioners in Civil Rule No. 2623/95, all other appointees under
Regulation 3[f] have had the opportunity of appearing in the APSC
selection for public employment and hence their rights either under
Articles 14 and 16 of the Constitution or under Regulation 3[f] or their
appointment letters have not been violated. All these appointees, except
two, did apply and appear and thus did avail of a chance and at the behest
of such appointees under Regulation 3[f] who have been found
unsuccessful, this Court in exercise of its extraordinary jurisdiction under
Article 226 of the Constitution will not grant them any relief of quashing
the selection of candidates by the APSC in excess of the advertised posts or
in continuing them in the posts to which they were temporarily appointed
pending regular selection by the APSC.”
37.6. It follows from the observations made in the decision in Santanu Baruah and

others [supra] that if a person who has been serving in the Public Works
Department after being appointed in terms of Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951, wants himself to become a member of Assam Engineering
[Public Works Department] Services Rules, 1978 then he has to apply and appear
in the selection process when applications for filing up the vacancy in the post in
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which he is working are invited for filing up the same by an advertisement
published by the Commission through a regular selection process. In the event
such a person working under Regulation 3[f] does not appear or does not get
selected after participation in the process of selection undertaken by the
Commission then such person shall have to make way for a candidate who is
selected in the selection process undertaken by the Commission. Similar is the
proposition laid down in Debabrat Bargohain and others [supra].
37.7. In Nabin Chandra Bordoloi [supra], a Division Bench of this Court after referring
to paragraph no. 11 [supra] of the decision in Pranjit Kumar Das [supra], has
gone on to observe, in paragraph no. 7 thereof, as under :“7. ……… The Division Bench of this Court has taken a categorical view that
the appointments made under Regulation 3[f] of Regulation 1951 does not
authorise the very person to claim regularisation on the basis of
appointment made under Regulation 3[f]. Thus, in other words this Court
has held that the service rendered by any incumbent under the
appointment made in exercise of power under Regulation 3[f] of
Regulation 1951 cannot be a ground for regularisation of the incumbent on
that basis. For the same reason, the services rendered by the incumbent
cannot be counted for the purpose of assigning the seniority.”
38.

At this juncture, reverting back to the factual matrices of both the cases, it is seen
that the Advertisements dated 14.08.2018 as well as the common brief
Advertisement dated 14.08.2018 had specifically mentioned that the applications
were invited under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 and the
appointments would be purely on ad-hoc basis for a period of 4 [four] months
and to become eligible for regular appointment, a candidate must qualify himself
in the regular recruitment process as and when held. For ready reference, the
relevant excerpts from the common brief Advertisement dated 14.08.2018 are
quoted hereunder :Government of Assam
Public Works Department, Dispur, Guwahati – 6
No. CON/B&NH/22/2018/10

Dated : Dispur, the August 14, 2018
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ADVERTISEMENT
Public Works Department, Govt. of Assam invites applications from Indian
Citizens for the under-mentioned posts under Public Works Department,
Government of Assam under Regulation 3[f] of the Assam Public Service
Commission [Limitation of Functions] Regulations, 1951, in the Scale of Pay
and Grade Pay as indicated below along with usual allowances as admissible
under Rules of the Govt. of Assam. The appointment will be purely on ad-hoc
basis for a period of 4 [four] months and to become eligible for regular
appointment a candidate must qualify himself in the regular recruitment test
as and when held.
Name of the post
Assistant Engineer

No. of vacancy
156

Scale of Pay
Rs. 30,000/- to 1,10,00/- PB 4
with Grade Pay of Rs. 12,700/-

Junior Engineer

307

Rs.

14000-49000

PB

with

Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/39.

In the notification dated 05.03.2019 whereby the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 came to be appointed in the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and in
the notification dated 04.06.2019 whereby the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
744/2020 came be appointed in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil], it was
specifically mentioned that they were appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the
APSC Regulations, 1951. It is also noticed that both these notifications were
issued as Orders by the Governor of Assam.

40.

Having accepted the position that in the event they were selected and recruited
in the advertised posts pursuant to the advertisement dated 14.08.2018, they
would be appointed only under Regulation 3[f] of the Regulations, 1951 and they
would not be treated as regular appointees, all the petitioners are precluded from
making the prayer for regularization. The principle that one cannot approbate and
reprobate is found applicatory in the cases of the petitioners. The principle that
an ad-hoc appointee appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations,
1951 cannot claim regularisation and has to make way for the regularly selected
candidate, as authoritatively laid down in the decisions mentioned above, applies
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proprio vigore in the cases of both the sets of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 and W.P.[C] no. 744/2020.
Writ Petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 :41.

One of the issues that has arisen for consideration in the writ petition, W.P.[C]
no. 617/2020 is whether in view of their selection and appointment in the post of
Assistant Engineer [Civil] pursuant to the Advertisement dated 14.08.2018 any
right gets accrued to the petitioners to claim any preference in the form of
weightage in the selection process undertaken by the APSC vide Advertisement
No. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019 for filing up 156 nos. of post of Assistant Engineer
[Civil] under the Public Works Department.

42.

The Assam Engineering [Public Works Department] Services Rules, 1978 is
framed in exercise of the powers conferred under the proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution of India. Under Article 309 of the Constitution of India, the
Legislature is empowered to regulate the recruitment and conditions of service of
persons appointed to public services and posts in connection with the affairs of
the Union or of any State. The proviso to Article 309, inter alia, empowers the
Governor, in the case of services and posts in connection with the affairs of the
State, to make rules regulating the recruitment and conditions of service of
persons appointed to such services and posts until provision in that behalf is
made by or under an Act of the Legislature. It is settled that rules made under
the proviso to Article 309 to the Constitution of India are legislative in character
and, thus, such rules are constitutional rules, not like rules under a statute. They
have the same force as a statute, though made by the executive. It is not a piece
of delegated legislation like a rule made under a statute.

43.

Rule 6 of the PWD Service Rules has laid down the procedure for direct
recruitment. For ready reference, the provision contained in Rule 6 is quoted
hereunder :“Rule 6 :Direct Recruitment- [l] Subject to sub-rule [3] of Rule 11, direct
recruitment to cadres of Assistant Engineers, Assistant Architects and
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Assistant Research Officers, Road Research Laboratory shall be made by
the Governor on the basis of selection made by the Commission in
accordance with the procedure hereinafter provided :
[a] Before the end of each year the Government shall make an assessment
regarding the likely number of vacancies to be filled by direct
recruitment during the next year and shall intimate the same to the
Commission together with the details about reservation for candidates
belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes or any other category
as laid down by Government, as provided under Rule 17 and about
carry forward of such reservation;
[b] The Government shall simultaneously request the Commission to
recommend a list of candidates for direct recruitment, in order of
preference;
[c] The Commission shall make the selection in accordance with the
scheme of selection prescribed by the Government in consultation with
the Commission. The Commission may hold such test or interview and
undertake scrutiny of published articles or thesis of the candidate, if
any and the certificates and other documents, as may be considered
necessary;
[d] The Commission shall furnish Government with a list of candidates
recommended by it in order of preference, found suitable for direct
recruitment. The number of candidates in such a list may be
approximately double the number of vacancies; and
[e] The Commission shall simultaneously publish the list in the Assam
Gazette and such other place the Commission may consider proper.
[2] The lists mentioned in clauses [d] and [e] of sub-rule [1] of this rule
shall remain valid for 12 Calendar months from the date of
recommendation.
[3] In the event of the Commission being unable to recommend sufficient
number of candidates to fill up the vacancies in a year, it shall in
consultation with the Appointing Authority, repeat the procedure as
mentioned herein before under sub-rule [1] of this rule far
recommending a subsequent list in the year : provided that the
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Appointing Authority shall not make appointment of any candidate
from the subsequent select list until all the candidates of the earliest
list of the same year, eligible for appointment, have been offered the
appointment."
44.

From Rule 6 of the PWD Service Rules, one thing is clear beyond any cavil of
doubt that the process of regular selection for filling up the vacancies in the post
of Assistant Engineer [Civil] can be made only through the Commission and not
by any other body/agency.

45.

Before any dilation on the issue of preference in the form of weightage to the
petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020, it would be apt to refer to Rule 28 of the
PWD Service Rules, on which the petitioners have heavily relied, to grant them
preference in the form of weightage in the process of selection initiated by the
Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019.

46.

Rule 28 of the PWD Service Rules reads as under :“Rule 28.

Relaxation :Where the Appointing Authority is satisfied that the
operation of any of these rules causes undue hardship in any
particular case, it may, dispense with or relax the
requirement of that rules to such extent and subject to such
conditions as it may consider necessary for dealing with the
case in a just and equitable manner :
Provided that the case of any person shall not be dealt with
in any manner less favourable to him than that provided in
any of these rules.”

Rule 25 in the P&RD Service Rules and Rule 26 in the Health Service Rules are
almost similarly worded with the only difference therein is that instead of the
word, ‘the Appointing Authority’, the word, ‘the Government’ appears in the said
two set of rules. As per Rule 2[a] of the PWD Service Rules, ‘the Appointing
Authority’ means the Governor of Assam. In that view of the matter, all the said
three rules appearing in the three sets of service rules are pari materia.
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47.

From the facts already adverted above, it is clear that the petitioners in W.P.[C]
no. 617/2020 have the requisite eligibility prescribed in the PWD Service Rules to
be appointed to the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil]. The petitioners have sought
for weightage in the process of selection initiated by the Advertisement no.
06/2019 dated 19.11.2019.

48.

The concept of preference aptly came to be considered in the decision of J.C.

Yadav [supra] in the context of existence of a relaxation clause in the concerned
service rules. In paragraph no. 6 in J.C. Yadav [supra], the Hon’ble Supreme
Court of India has observed as under :“6. The Rule confers power on the Government to dispense with or to relax
the requirement of any of the Rules to the extent, and with such conditions
as it may consider necessary for dealing with the case in a just and
equitable manner. The object and purpose of conferring this power on the
Government is to mitigate undue hardship in any particular case, and to
deal with a case in a just and equitable manner. If the Rules cause undue
hardship or Rules operate in an inequitable manner in that event the State
Government has power to dispense with or to relax the requirement of
Rules. The Rules do not restrict the exercise of power to individual cases.
The Government may in certain circumstances relax the requirement of
Rules to meet a particular situation. The expression ‘in any particular case’
does not mean that the relaxation should be confined only to an individual
case. One of the meanings of the expression ‘particular’ means ‘peculiar or
pertaining, to a specified person - thing time or place not common or
general’. The meaning of the word particular in relation to law means
separate or special, limited or specific. The word 'case' in ordinary usage
means 'event', 'happening'. 'situation', 'circumstances'. The expression
'case' in legal sense means 'a case', 'suit' or 'proceeding in Court or
Tribunal'. Having regard to these meanings of the words ‘particular’ and
‘case’ the expression 'in any particular case' would mean, in a particular or
pertaining to an event, situation or circumstance. Rule 22 postulates
relaxation of Rules to meet a particular event or situation, if the operation
of the Rules causes hardship. The relaxation of the Rules may be to the
extent the State Government may consider necessary for dealing with a
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particular situation in a just and equitable manner. The scope of Rule is
wide, enough to confer power on the State Government to relax the
requirement of Rules in respect of an individual or class of individuals to
the extent it may consider necessary for dealing with the case in a just and
equitable manner. The power of relaxation is generally contained in the
Rules with a view to mitigate undue hardship or to meet a particular
situation. Many a times strict application of service rules create a situation
where a particular individual or a set of individuals may suffer undue
hardship and further there may be a situation where requisite qualified
persons may not be available for appointment to the service. In such a
situation the Government has power to relax requirement of Rules. The
State Government may in exercise of its powers issue a general order
relaxing any particular Rule with a view to avail the services of requisite
officers. The relaxation even if granted in a general manner would enure to
the benefit of individual officers.”
48.1. With regard to the power of relaxation, the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in
paragraph no. 10 in the decision of Arvindkumar T. Tiwari [supra] has observed
as under :“10. …… In a particular case, where it is so required, relaxation of even
educational qualification[s] may be permissible, provided that the rules
empower the authority to relax such eligibility in general, or with regard to
an individual case or class of cases of undue hardship. However, the said
power should be exercised for justifiable reasons and it must not be
exercised arbitrarily, only to favour an individual. The power to relax the
recruitment

rules

or

any

other

rule

made

by

the

State

Government/Authority is conferred upon the Government/Authority to
meet any emergent situation where injustice might have been caused or, is
likely to be caused to any person or class of persons or, where the working
of the said rules might have become impossible. [Vide: State of Haryana
vs. Subhash Chandra Marwah, [1974] 3 SCC 220; J.C. Yadav vs. State of
Haryana, [1992] 2 SCC 189; and Ashok Kumar Uppal vs. State of J & K,
[1998] 4 SCC 179].”
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48.2. Explaining as to how the preference clause is to be applied, the Hon’ble Supreme
Court of India in paragraph nos. 10 and 11 in the decision in Y.V.V.R. Srinivashulu
[supra] has exposited as under :“10…… The word ‘preference’ in our view is capable of different shades of
meaning taking colour from the context, purpose and object of its use under
the scheme of things envisaged. Hence, it is to be construed not in an isolated
or detached manner, ascribing a meaning of universal import, for all
contingencies capable of an invariable application. The procedure for
selection in the case involve, a qualifying test, a written examination and oral
test or interview and the final list of selection has to be on the basis of the
marks obtained in them. The suitability and all round merit if had to be
adjudged in that manner only what justification could there be for overriding
all these merely because, a particular candidate is in possession of an
additional qualification on the basis of which, a preference has also been
envisaged. The rules do not provide for separate classification of those
candidates or apply different norms of selection for them. The `preference'
envisaged in the rules, in our view, under the scheme of things and
contextually also cannot mean an absolute en bloc preference akin to
reservation or separate and distinct method of selection for them alone. A
mere rule of preference meant to give weightage to the additional qualification
cannot be enforced as a rule of reservation or rule of complete precedence.
Such a construction would not only undermine the scheme of selection
envisaged through Public Service Commission, on the basis of merit
performance but also would work great hardship and injustice to th0se who
possess the required minimum educational qualification with which they are
entitled to compete with those possessing additional qualification too, and
demonstrate their superiority, merit-wise and their suitability for the post. It
is not to be viewed as a preferential right conferred even for taking up their
claims for consideration. On the other hand, the preference envisaged has to
be given only when the claims of all candidates who are eligible are taken for
consideration and when anyone or more of them are found equally positioned,
by using the additional qualification as a tilting factor, in their favour vis-à-vis
others in the matter of actual selection.
11. Whenever, a selection is to be made on the basis of merit performance
involving competition, and possession of any additional qualification or factor
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is also envisaged to accord preference, it cannot be for the purpose of putting
them as a whole lot ahead of others, de hors their intrinsic worth or proven
inter se merit and suitability, duly assessed by the competent authority.
Preference, in the context of all such competitive scheme of selection would
not mean that other things being qualitatively and quantitatively equal, those
with the additional qualification have to be preferred. There is no question of
eliminating all others preventing thereby even an effective and comparative
consideration on merits, by according en bloc precedence in favour of those in
possession of additional qualification irrespective of the respective merits and
demerits of all candidates to be considered……….”
49.

When the observations made in the above decisions with regard to relaxation of
rules are read together with Rule 28 of the PWD Service Rules, it can be said that
the Government or the Appointing Authority, as the case may be, if conferred
with the power to dispense with or to relax any rule, then such power of
dispensing with or relaxing any rule can be exercised in a just and equitable
manner to meet any emergent situation where undue hardship might have been
caused or is likely to be caused to a person or a class of persons or where the
working of any rule/rules might have become impossible. For example, the power
can also be exercised when the Government/Appointing Authority arrives at a
satisfaction that qualified persons in requisite nos. are not available for
appointment to a post/service. It can be noted herein that the eligibility for the
post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] means the minimum criteria for selection
prescribed in the PWD Service Rules which the petitioners indubitably have. The
question of relaxation of educational qualification has not arisen in the case of the
petitioners. Having fulfilled the eligibility criteria in respect of educational
qualification, the petitioners have now claimed preference in the form of
weightage in the selection process for their experience.

50.

The principle that can be deduced from the above decisions is that relaxation of
any rule is permissible only in case there is undue hardship. Undue hardship
means something more than only hardship. It has to excessive hardship. It is the
situation of only undue hardship which will permit the Appointing Authority to
consider making any relaxation under Rule 28. If one proceeds with the
assumption that it is implicit in Rule 28 that the relaxation can be in the form of
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weightage, then as and when a process of selection is undertaken for recruitment
through a competitive examination consisting of written examination and viva
voce/interview on the basis of merits, any preference [weightage] for any
additional qualification or relevant experience has to be envisaged at the
inception as to how such preference [weightage] would be given. But such
preference in the form of weightage can be given for any additional qualification
or relevant experience only after it is found that other things being equal and at
the final stage of calculation of marks. But it is at the inception, there has to be a
conscious decision on the part of the Government or the Appointing Authority that
the particular situation calls for exercise of such discretion to grant preference in
the form of weightage and there has to some rational basis to give such
weightage to a candidate or a particular category of candidates.
51.

What the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 herein have contended that they
should be given preference in the form of weightage in the selection process as
they have gained experience for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] after being
appointed in the post under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 and
putting them at par with other candidates would cause hardship to them. Such a
contention is required to be considered in the backdrop of the fact situation
obtaining in the case. It is to be noted that the Advertisement no. 06/2019 did
not envisage any preference [weightage] to them as the Government/Appointing
Authority did not take any conscious decision earlier to give such preference.

52.

Few instances have been referred on behalf of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 to support their case for grant of preference [weightage].

52.1. One such instance is an Advertisement no. 08/2019 dated 30.12.2019 whereby
the APSC invited applications for filing up 12 [twelve] nos. of post of Fishery
Development Officer and allied cadre under the Fishery Department. It was
mentioned therein that preference should be given to those candidates having
experience in serving the Fishery Department under various projects related to
Aquaculture and Fishery Extension. Disputing the same, the learned senior
counsel for the Commission by placing a Corrigendum dated 08.07.2021 issued by
the Commission whereby it was notified that the preference clause from the said
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advertisement had been dropped/discarded pursuant to a communication
received from the Government. Thus, the said instance is not of assistance to the
case of the petitioners.
52.2. 3 [three] advertisements – two of them published by the APSC vide
Advertisement no. 14/2016 dated 05.10.2016 & Advertisement no. 08/2011 dated
01.11.2011 and the third one published by the Medical & Health Recruitment
Board [‘the MHRB, Assam’] on 20.06.2020 – are also placed to further the
contention. The advertisements published by the APSC were for filing up the
posts of Registrar / Resident Physician / Resident Surgeon / Refractionist /
Demonstrator, etc. in various departments of the Government Medical Colleges in
the State of Assam under the Health & Family Welfare Department. The
prescribed qualification was M.D. or M.S. Degree in the concerned subject and it
was mentioned that preference would be given to the doctors working under
Regulation 3[f] of the Regulations, 1951. By the advertisement published by the
MHRB on 20.06.2020, 112 nos. of Medical Officers [Critical Care] in the
Government Medical College Hospitals under the Health & Family Welfare
Department, Government of Assam were sought to be filled up. The prescribed
educational qualification was at least M.B.B.S. or equivalent degree from a
university. The advertisement mentioned that weightage would be given to a
candidate having degree/diploma in Anaesthesiology or Critical Care or
Emergency Medicine and preference shall be given to the doctors working under
Regulation 17[B] of MHRB Regulations or on contractual basis in Medical College
Hospitals of Assam. What is notable is that in these three advertisements, all
pertaining to posts in the Medical Colleges, the Government/Appointing Authority
prior to issuance of the advertisements, had taken the decision to give preference
to those eligible candidates who had gained experience in working in such posts
under the Medical College Hospitals under Regulation 3[f]. But in the case in
hand, no such prior decision was taken by the Government/Appointing Authority
to give any preference [weightage] to the persons who had gained experience by
working under Regulation 3[f]. The petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 have
sought a direction in the nature of mandamus to the State respondents to grant
them preference [weightage] for their experience gained under Regulation 3[f].
In so far as the weightage required to be given to a candidate having
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degree/diploma in Anesthesiology or Critical Care or Emergency Medicine is
concerned, the same is not applicable in the case of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no.
617/2020 as the petitioners have sought preference [weightage] in terms of
experience and not in terms of any additional educational qualification relating to
the Public Works Department. The decisions to grant preference [weightage], in
the said three cases, were taken prior to the advertisements and those decisions
might be for the reason that the experienced gained by those category candidates
by working in the Medical College Hospitals would be of more value than that of
the candidates with no experience at all. The situation existing in a different
branch like Medical Science cannot be ipso facto made comparable and applicable
in a completely different branch like Engineering, like the case here, without
laying any foundation before the Court which is otherwise also does not sit as an
expert in such matters, to see as to whether there can be any comparison
between two situations and for that matter, any similarity. This Court is also not
in a position to assess on its own to arrive at a decision as to whether the
Government/Appointing Authority had exercised its discretion on a proper and
valid basis in those occasions.
52.3. The last instance was an Advertisement no. 03/2020 dated 24.06.2020 published
by the Commission whereby vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] under
the P&RD Department were sought to be filled up. Pursuant to an order dated
21.07.2020 passed in W.P.[C] no. 2839/2020, the Governor of Assam took a
policy decision to relax the age criteria and to give due weightage to the
experience gained by a large number of Contractual Accredited Engineers under
the Department in the said selection process. In the Executive Order dated
14.08.2020, it was mentioned that the Contractual Accredited Engineers who
were recruited through a selection process and had rendered long years of
service, had evolved as trained manpower of the Department for implementation
of various development schemes. By the Executive Order, it was decided that the
Contractual Accredited Engineers who had experience in between 2 years and
above would be given weightage in the form of additional marks out of the total
marks and in the age criterion, relaxation up to 10 years would be given. By the
order dated 21.07.2020, it was made clear that there was no direction to consider
the claim of the petitioners by allowing it. It was stated that the requirement of
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consideration to be given by the Department and to pass a reasoned order either
accepting or rejecting the claim as may be appropriate under the law. Thus, the
Executive Order dated 14.08.2020 was the result of the discretion vested in the
Government/Appointing Authority to grant relaxation ans it was not fettered in
any manner by the order of this Court. The petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020
have sought to bring similarity of their case to the case of the Contractual
Accredited Engineers. But the vital distinctive feature is that it was those
Contractual Accredited Engineers who had minimum 2 [two] years of experience,
would be given the weightage in terms of marks. Another distinctive feature is
that

the

Government/Appointing

Authority

had

found

those

Contractual

Accredited Engineers with above 2 [two] years of experience as trained
manpower, but such kind of recognition is not available in the case of the
petitioners herein who had about 5 ½ months of experience of working the Public
Works Department prior to the Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019.
53.

In all the above instances, the Government was found to have taken a policy
decision to provide relaxation, that is, to extend preference or weightage to the
identified category of candidates. Such policy decisions were taken before the
initiation of the selection process or before the last date of submission of
applications or before the date of holding of the examination. Even when such
power of relaxation is available in the rules, it is obligatory on the part of the
Government or the Appointing Authority to mention in the advertisement that
relaxation is being provided to an identified category of candidates. Such
publication of grant of relaxation, either in the form of preference or weightage or
relaxation in age, etc., prior to the advertisement is necessary so that all the
candidates who come within the identified category or who become eligible due
to such relaxation, get equal opportunity to apply and participate. Extending the
benefit of relaxation after the advertisement and after a part of the selection
process is over would amount to re-writing the advertisement in the mid-stream.
Any change in the norms when the selection process has already got underway
would be contrary to the principle of equality contained in Article 14 and Article
16 of the Constitution of India. The Court does not issue a direction to the
Appointing Authority to take a policy decision in any particular manner.
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54.

In the case in hand, the stand of the State respondents is that no policy decision
has been taken to grant any relaxation in the form of weightage to the
petitioners. It is the Governor or the Appointing Authority, as the case may be,
who can lay down the essential qualification in the extant service rules and in
addition, by making a policy decision, may prescribe additional or desirable
qualification or provide relaxation in age or grant weightage for relevant
experience, etc. in exercise of the power conferred on it under the extant service
rules and or by taking a policy decision in exercise of its power under Article 162
of the Constitution, without supplanting the extant service rules. The Court in
exercise of its power of judicial review cannot lay down the condition of eligibility
or relax the condition of eligibility or do not give direction to the Governor or the
Appointing Authority to treat a particular qualification as additional or desirable
qualification or to provide relaxation in age, qualification, etc., or grant weightage
for having any particular experience as it does not sit in appeal in such situations
which are the exclusive preserve of the Governor or the Appointing Authority. It
is settled that if the language in the advertisement is clear and specific and there
is no violation of the extant service rules, the Court is in no position to sit in
judgment over the same. While exercising the power of judicial review, the Court
does not decide what is best for the employer/the Appointing Authority unless
there is infraction of any statutory provision.

55.

The power to relax or for that matter, to grant weightage under Rules 28 of the
PWD Service Rules vests exclusively in the Appointing Authority, that is, the
Governor and this power cannot be assumed by the Court in exercise of the
power of judicial review by issuing any direction in the nature of mandamus. The
writ of mandamus can be issued by the Court only when there is existence of a
legal right in the writ petitioner and corresponding legal obligation in the State.
The writ petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 have not been able
to show any legal right to the effect that just because they had worked in the
same post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] for a period of about 5 [five] months they
have acquired a legal right to be granted the privilege in the form of weightage in
the selection process undertaken pursuant to the Advertisement no. 06/2019. A
Division Bench of this Court in Dr. M. Laitphlang and others [supra] has held that
notwithstanding the availability of the power of relaxation in the extant service
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rules, when the question of granting relaxation comes in the circumstances of a
particular case, the satisfaction is to be reached by the Government or the
Appointing Authority, as the case may be, about the undue hardship caused to
any person or class of person and not by the Court.
56.

In V. Lavanya [supra], the policy decision of State Government to grant
concessions/relaxation of 5% marks in the passing marks of 60% in State
Teacher

Eligibility

Test

[TET]

to

candidates

belonging

to

Scheduled

Castes/Scheduled Tribes/Backward Classes, etc. was challenged on a number of
counts. It has been observed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court that Article 16[4] of
the Constitution has enabled the State to make provision for reservation in
appointments or posts in favour of any backward class of citizens which, in its
opinion, is not adequately represented in the services under the State.
Preferential treatment or concession granted to SC/ST, Backward Classes, etc.
has been held to be within the concept of equality and is in furtherance of the
Constitutional obligation of the State to the underprivileged for creation of an
equal level-playing field. The decision in V. Lavanya [supra] is found not relevant
to the case of the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 as the claim of the
petitioners herein is not relatable to any fundamental or constitutional or statutory
right, but of seeking a direction in the nature of mandamus to the State
Government/Appointing Authority to exercise its discretion available under Rule
18 of the PWD Service Rules to grant preference [weightage] to them. The policy
decision of the State to grant relaxation which was in tune with the Constitutional
philosophy is to be followed in a selection process for public employment and it is
immaterial at what stage of the selection process it came to be implemented.
56.1. In Shankar K. Mandal [supra], the subject-matter was about illegally appointed
elementary teachers. When orders for their termination were passed the same
were challenged before the High Court. In the judgment passed therein, direction
was passed to make appointment of teachers by inviting applications from all the
persons who had been removed and to make relaxation for age, wherever
necessary. The Hon’ble Supreme Court affirmed the same. In the fresh exercise
undertaken thereafter, the appellants were not selected and they filed writ
petitions. The Division Bench of the High Court made different observations in
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respect of different appellants, affirming the age relaxation for some and
discarding age relaxation for some. When the judgment of the Division Bench was
challenged in one appeal laying down the tests to be followed regarding fulfilment
of prescribed qualification relating to age by a candidate, the Hon’ble Supreme
Court directed the State respondents to find out the eligibility of the appellants by
applying the tests indicated therein. In the other connected appeal, though the
point of relaxation relating to age was found not to have been taken before the
Single Judge and the Division Bench the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the second
appeal finding the appellants therein to be similarly situated like the appellants in
the first appeal in respect of whom direction for consideration of the age aspect
was already made, observed it as appropriate if similar consideration was made in
respect of the appellants in the second appeal too and directed in that manner.
No law appeared to have been laid down by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in

Shankar K. Mandal [supra] on the aspect of relaxation. It was a direction made
under Article 142 of the Constitution. The fact situation obtaining in the case of

Shankar K. Mandal [supra] is, thus, not applicable to the fact situation obtaining
the case in hand and as such, the decision made therein and the direction are not
relevant for the purpose of the case in hand.
57.

In the light of the above discussion, this Court is of the unhesitant view that the
plea of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 for issuance of a
direction to grant them weightage in the process of selection initiated by the
Advertisement

no

06/2019

dated

19.11.2019

is

found

unsustainable.

Consequently, the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 is found devoid of any
merit and the same is liable to be dismissed. It is accordingly dismissed.
THE WRIT PETITION, W.P.[C] NO. 744/2020
58.

It is not a condition precedent and not obligatory for the Government and/or the
Appointing Authority to make any rules under Article 309 of the Constitution of
India or under the proviso to Article 309 of the Constitution of India before
constitution of a service or creation of or filing up a post. The State Government
has executive power under Article 162 of the Constitution, in relation to all
matters in respect to which the Legislature of the State has power to make laws.
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Article 309 of the Constitution has not curtailed the executive power of the State
Government to act under Article 162 of the Constitution when there are no rules
framed either under Article 309 or under the proviso to Article 309 of the
Constitution. If such rules have not been made, in a particular case, by the
Legislature or by the Governor of the State then it would be open for the State
Government under Article 162 of the Constitution to issue executive instructions
regulating the matters of recruitment and conditions of service of persons
appointed to civil services and posts in connection with the affairs of the State.
The executive power is co-extensive with the legislative power of the State and in
exercise of the powers under Article 162 the State can create civil posts and fill
them up according to executive instructions which must be consistent with Article
14 and Article 16 of the Constitution.
59.

It is an admitted position that there are no rules framed either under Article 309
of the Constitution or under the proviso to Article 309 of the Constitution
regulating the matter of recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the
Public Works Department [PWD]. In the absence of such rules, it is the executive
instructions which will govern the same. Contentions have been raised on behalf
of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 that there is an
admission on the part of the State respondents that in the matter of making
recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department
[PWD], the Public Works Department has been following the Irrigation
Department Service Rules, 1978. The basis of such contentions have already been
recorded in the preceding paragraphs.

60.

Article 320[1] of the Constitution of India has laid down that it shall be the duty
of the State Public Service Commission to conduct examination for appointments
to the services of the State. It is the mandates of Article 320[3][a] and Article
320[3][b] that the State Public Service Commission shall be consulted on all
matters relating to methods of recruitment to civil services and for civil posts and
on the principles to be followed in making appointments to civil services and posts
and on the suitability of candidates for such appointments. There is a proviso to
sub-clause [3] of Article 320 which amounts to an exception and it has provided
that the Governor, as respects services and posts of a State, may make
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regulations specifying the matters in which either generally, or in any particular
class of case or in any particular circumstances, it shall not be necessary for the
State Public Service Commission to be consulted.
61.

It was in exercise of the power conferred by the provision to Clause [3] of Article
320 of the Constitution of India, the Governor of Assam has made the Assam
Public Service Commission [Limitation of Function] Regulations, 1951 [‘the APSC
Regulations, 1951’] as respects services and posts in connection with the affairs
of the State of Assam, specifying matters in which it shall not be necessary for
the State Public Service Commission to be consulted. The meaning ascribed to
‘Service’ or ‘Post’ in the APSC Regulations, 1951 is civil service or post in
connection with the affairs of the State of Assam.

61.1. The mandate under Article 320[3][a] of the Constitution is that the State Public
Service Commission shall be consulted on all matters relating to methods of
recruitment to civil services and for civil posts. Under Article 320[3][b] of the
Constitution, the mandate is inter alia that the State Public Service Commission
shall be consulted on the principles to be followed in making appointments to civil
services and civil posts.
61.2. The learned Senior Counsel for the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no.
744/2020 has advanced his submissions in a line that since the matter of
recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] is outside the purview of the
Commission, there is prohibition for the Commission to enter into the arena of
recruitment to fill up the vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the
Public Works Department by initiating the process of selection with the
Advertisement no. 06/2019. He has sought to contend that the Advertisement no.
06/2019 being an illegality and the earlier process of selection whereby the
petitioners were appointed was in consonance with law, the petitioners should be
treated as regular appointees.
61.3. Such contention regarding prohibition cannot be countenanced when Article 320
of the Constitution of India and Regulation 3 of the APSC Regulations, 1951 are
read together. The word ‘shall’ appearing in Article 320[1] of the Constitution of
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India has made it mandatory to involve the State Public Service Commission to
conduct examinations for appointments to the services of the State. The word
‘shall’ which appears in Article 320[3] of the Constitution makes the consultation
with the State Public Service Commission obligatory for the purposes indicated in
Clause [a] to Clause [e] therein. As per proviso to Article 320[3], the Governor, as
respects other services and posts in connection with the affairs of a State, ‘may’
make regulations specifying the matters in which either generally, or in any
particular class of case or in any particular circumstance, it shall not be necessary
for a State Public Service Commission to be consulted. While the word ‘shall’
appearing in the substantive part of Article 320[1] and Article 320[3] of the
Constitution has made such consultation mandatory but the opposite cannot be
accepted as mandatory. It cannot be said that the words ‘shall not be necessary’
appearing in the proviso to Article 320[3] of the Constitution as well as in
Regulation 3 of the APSC Regulations, 1951 carries a meaning that if the State
Public Service Commission is consulted then the matters included in the
regulations framed in exercise of the powers conferred by the proviso to Article
320[3] of the Constitution will bear a stamp of illegality.
62.

By the query no. 7 in their application under the RTI Act, 2005, the petitioners
made a query to the respondent authorities in the Public Works Department
about the rules which were used during the recruitment process made under
Regulation 3 [f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951. By the reply dated 03.02.2020, it
was informed that the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 was followed
during the said process of recruitment of Junior Engineer [Civil] under Regulation
3[f]. In the affidavit-in-opposition also, the same position has been reiterated.
Thus, it is apparent that it was only during the recruitment process undertaken
under Regulation 3[f] whereby the petitioners themselves came to be appointed
as Junior Engineer [Civil], the Public Works Department followed the provision of
the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 but not in the recruitment process
initiated by the Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019. Such a statement
does not go to establish that the provisions of the Irrigation Department Service
Rules, 1978 were followed in toto and in its entirety. The State respondents have
not stated that in the matter of recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil]
in the Public Works Department, there is adoption of the Irrigation Department
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Service Rules, 1978. It has been asserted and averred by the State respondents
that due to absence of service rules for recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer
[Civil] in the Public Works Department [PWD], the department is following the
Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 as far as practicable and applicable
with Irrigation Department being a similar works/technical department but there
was no adoption of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978, meaning
thereby, the same are not binding upon the Public Works Department [PWD]. If
there is no adoption of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 in the
matter of recruitment to the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department, then it cannot be expected from the State respondents to produce
something which is not in existence. Since it is the petitioners who have claimed
that there was adoption of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 it is for
them to produce something tangible in that respect. There is abject failure on the
part of the petitioners save and except the bald allegations, on that count.
Consequently, the decision in Dr. Amarjit Singh Ahluwalia [supra], cited by Mr.
Mishra, is found not relevant to the case of the petitioners. Assuming for a
moment that there was adoption of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978
by the Public Works Department by a resolution then also the Irrigation
Department Service Rules of 1978 would not retain any statutory character in
their application to an incumbent in the post of Junior Engineer in the Public
Works Department under Regulation 3[f] and they would be mere executive
instructions having no statutory colour and no enforceability, thus, leaving no
ground for the petitioners to argue anything regarding violation of any of their
constitutional or statutory or legal rights. The petitioners herein have even failed
to establish that there is any kind of adoption.
63.

The State respondents in its affidavit-in-opposition have categorically asserted
that it was since around 1982-1983, the APSC has been conducting the
recruitment for the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department. The subject-matter in Debabrat Bargohain and others [supra] was
also recruitment to a number of vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in
the Public Works Department and the concerned advertisement was published by
the APSC on 21.10.1993 and the consequent selection process was also held by
the APSC. From the above stand and the advertisement, it is clear that the
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Commission has been conducting the recruitment process for the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department since a long time. In this case
also, the Government in the Public Works Department by forwarding the draft
Advertisement by its communication dated 19.08.2019, which was in the nature
of executive instructions, entrusted the task of conducting the selection process
to the APSC.
64.

By the notification dated 20.07.2000 of the State Government in the
Administrative Reforms and Training Department and issued under an order by
the Governor, the Junior Engineers under various department of the Government
of Assam had been conferred the Gazetted status on entry into the service. The
notification was issued in exercise of the powers under Article 162 of the
Constitution. It can be iterated here, at the cost of repetition, that no rules have
been framed till date either under Article 309 of the Constitution or under the
proviso to Article 309 of the Constitution regulating the matter of recruitment in
respect of vacancies in the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department [PWD]. Thus, conferment of such Gazette status to the Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department is permissible by way of an
executive instruction. But the same may not be the case in respect of the Junior
Engineer serving in the Irrigation Department. The matter of recruitment to and
the condition of service of the persons appointed to the Assam Subordinate
Engineering [Irrigation Department] Service of which the cadre/post of Junior
Engineer, earlier known as Subordinate Engineer Grade-I, is a part are regulated
by the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 which were framed in exercise
of the powers conferred by the proviso to Article 309 of the Constitution. Sub-rule
[5] of Rule 3 of the Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978 states that the
status of the members shall be non-Gazetted in Class-III Government Service. In
such situation, the notification 20.02.2000 cannot supplant Rule 3[5] of the
Irrigation Department Service Rules, 1978. Mere reflection of the word, nonGazetted in the pay slip of the petitioners sans any other details, does not alter
the above legal position regarding conferment of Gazetted status to the post of
Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department.
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65.

It is also the stand of the State respondents that the Appointing Authority for the
post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department is the Governor of
Assam and the Appointing Authority in case of the cadres under the Irrigation
Department Service Rules, 1978 is the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Department,
Assam since as per Rule 2[a] thereof, ‘Appointing Authority’ means the Chief
Engineer, Irrigation Department, Assam. The petitioners are found to have
maintained silence as regards the Appointing Authority for the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department. The very notification dated
04.06.2019 by which the petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 came to be
appointed under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC Regulations, 1951 as Junior
Engineer [Civil] was also issued under an order by the Governor of Assam and
under the hand of the Commissioner & Special secretary to the Government of
Assam, Public Works Department. Thus, the contention that the Chief Engineer,
Public Works Department is the Appointing Authority for the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department is belied by the materials on
record and has fallen flat.

66.

This Court does not find any merit in the contention regarding impermissibility for
the Commission to hold recruitment process for appointment to the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department which is made by referring to
Regulation 3[a] of the APSC Regulations, 1951. The concept of civil post definitely
brings within its ambit the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works
Department, Government of Assam. Though the post is not a part of any civil
service but it is a civil post in the Public Works Department which is a part of the
State Government. From the discussion above, it has already been established
that the Appointing Authority for the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public
Works Department is the Governor. It shall not be necessary for the Commission
to be consulted, as contained in Regulation 3[a] of the APSC Regulations, 1951,
in a matter relating to methods of recruitment to a civil post when an
appointment is to be made by the Governor to a post on a pay scale the
maximum of which is less than Rs. 1,166/- per month. It was by a notification no.
ABP.2/84/77 dated 20.08.1987, the figure, ‘Rs. 1,166/-’ was substituted in place
of ‘Rs. 651/-’ and it came into effect from the date of its publication in the Assam
Gazette dated 20.08.1987. No dilation is necessary to say that the pay scale of
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Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department does not come within the
said condition to dispense with the necessity of consultation with the Commission.
The post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the Public Works Department does not also
figure in the Schedule appended to the APSC Regulations, 1951 in reference to
Regulation 3[a]. For the reasons above, the decisions in M.T. Khan [supra] and

Dorjee Tshering Bhutia [supra] are not found of any assistance to the case of the
petitioners.
67.

There is no necessity to deliberate anything further on the well settled proposition
of law that an ad-hoc employee has no right to a post. Thus, the decision in

Roshan Lal Tandon [supra] is not found of any relevance to the case of the
petitioners. The decision in Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Limited
[‘the appellant-Corporation’, for short] was rendered in connection with
termination of two permanent employees by invocation of Rule 9[i] of the ‘Central
Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd. Service Discipline and Appeal Rules’ of
1979, framed by the appellant-Corporation, an instrumentality of the State under
Article 12 of the Constitution. The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India had found that
there were no laid down guidelines to indicate the circumstances when the power
given by Rule 9[i] was to be exercised by the appellant-Corporation and there
was no provision of giving any opportunity of a hearing whatsoever to the
permanent employee who was sought to be terminated. Having found the power
exercised by the appellant-Corporation an absolute, arbitrary and unguided one
and in total violation of the audi alteram partem rule, one of the two great rules
of natural justice, the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India regarded the same as
arbitrary, discriminatory, opposed to public policy and violative of the Article 14 of
the Constitution of India. It declared Rule 9[i] void, unconscionable and ultra vires
to the extent it conferred power to the appellant-Corporation the right to
terminate the employment of a permanent employee by giving him three months’
notice in writing or three months’ pay in lieu of such notice. The petitioners in writ
petition, W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 being ad-hoc employees of 5½ months duration,
cannot claim parity with two permanent employees who put in more than 15
years’ of service in the appellant-Corporation before the impugned termination,
and in view of their service of ad-hoc nature under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951. The legal position about such ad-hoc nature of service under
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Regulation 3[f] have already been dissertated by the decisions of this Court,
referred herein above.
68.

On perusal of the two syllabi, it is noticed that the chapters pertaining to
Hydraulics & Structural Mechanics in the first advertisement for the post of Junior
Engineer [Civil] were missing in the second advertisement and chapters
pertaining to Water Supply Engineering & Sanitary Engineering in the second
advertisement were missing in the first advertisement. In the General Studies
paper, the difference was in the portion relating to General English. While it was
‘Comprehension and Expression’ in the first advertisement, it was replaced by
‘Precis Writing’ in the second advertisement. This Court is not an expert in such
academic matters to arrive at any finding as to whether the syllabus published for
the post of Junior Engineer [Civil] in the first advertisement was substantially
similar or different. As such, this Court has refrained itself from making any
comment on such issues, which are to be left for academic experts in the field.

69.

There is another relevant aspect in the case. It was made clear and specific in the
advertisement dated 14.08.2018 by the State respondents that the appointment
made in terms of the advertisement would be ad-hoc in nature for a period of 4
[four] months and the same would be under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951. Having noticed such specific condition of unambiguous nature
and being aware of the legal position about such nature of appointments under
Regulation 3[f] many a qualified candidates, who could be much meritorious than
the petitioners, might not have responded to the advertisement and/or
participated in the selection process undertaken pursuant to the advertisement
with the anticipation to participate in the selection process as and when an
advertisement to fill up the vacancies in the said posts in regular manner is
published. There is also a possibility that many an eligible candidates who might
working in some posts with the assurance of regular pay and better scope of
gaining work experience, did not respond to the advertisement and/or did not
participate in the selection process even after applying, because of the ad-hoc
nature of the appointments. Any direction to treat the appointments of the
petitioners in W.P.[C] no. 744/2020 under Regulation 3[f] of the APSC
Regulations, 1951 as regular appointments to the cadre of Junior Engineer [Civil]
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in the Public Works Department would amount in denying all the other available
eligible candidates which are albeit substantial in numbers, from the benefit of
participation. Such denial of the benefit of participation would, in turn, be in
violations of the fundamental rights enshrined in Article 14 and Article 16 of the
Constitution of India.
70.

In view of the above discussion, this Court has not found merits in any of the
contentions advanced on behalf of the petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no.
744/2020. As a result, the writ petition stands dismissed.

71.

With regard to the contentions made by the learned Senior Counsel for the
petitioners in the writ petition, W.P.[C] no. 617/2020 on the basis of the
averments made in the additional affidavit, filed on 19.08.2021, about permitting
ineligible candidates to appear and issuance of more than one admit card in the
name of same candidate to appear in the written examination i.e. screening test
[OMR based], held on 15.11.2020, for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil], it is
to be noted that by Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019, applications
were invited for filling up of 156 nos. of posts of Assistant Engineer [Civil]. As per
the said advertisement, the last date of submission of applications was
21.12.2019. In continuation of the Advertisement no. 06/2019 dated 19.11.2019,
the Addendum was published on 06.05.2020 whereby it was notified that
applications would also be received for an additional 104 nos. of vacancies in the
post of Assistant Engineer [Civil]. In view of the publication of the Addendum, the
last date of submission of applications was extended to 16.06.2020.

71.1. It has been contended that the Commission had accepted the applications of a
number of ineligible candidates to appear in the screening test for the post of
Assistant Engineer [Civil] despite the fact that the results of the qualifying
examination in respect of those candidates were declared much after 16.06.2020.
To substantiate the said submission, the petitioners have mentioned the names of
23 nos. of candidates and have brought on record the results of the 8th Semester
[Final] B.E. Civil Engineering Examination of the Gauhati University held in May,
2020 and the list of candidates including the said 23 nos. of candidates, whose
applications had been accepted by the Commission for appearing in the screening
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test for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil]. A conjoint perusal of the same goes
to indicate that the results of B.E. [Final] Civil Engineering Examination of those
23 nos. of candidates were declared on 08.09.2020, meaning thereby, they
passed the qualifying examination prescribed in the afore-stated advertisements
for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] only on 08.09.2020. But, the Commission
had permitted them to appear in the written examination i.e. screening test [OMR
based] held on 15.11.2020. The petitioners have also been able to show from the
list of candidates whose applications had been accepted by the Commission for
appearing in the screening test for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil] and other
documents, annexed at Page nos. 15–105 of the said additional affidavit, that
more than one admit card had been issued in the name of the same candidate to
appear in the written examination i.e. screening test [OMR based] held on
15.11.2020.
71.2. With regard to the cut-off date fixed for fulfilling the prescribed qualification, the
principle has been settled by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in Shankar K.

Mandal [supra] in the following manner :5....the principles culled out from the decisions of this Court are as follows :
[1] The cut-off date by reference to which the eligibility requirement must
be satisfied by the candidate seeking a public employment is the date
appointed by the relevant service rules.
[2] If there is no cut-off date appointed by the rules then such date shall be
as appointed for the purpose in the advertisement calling for
applications.
[3] If there is no such date appointed then the eligibility criteria shall be
applied by reference to the last date appointed by which the
applications were to be received by the competent authority.
71.3. The Advertisement no. 06/2019 stipulated that only those candidates who fulfil all
the terms and conditions of the advertisement in respect of the post for which
they were applicants shall be entertained. It further stipulated that only those
applications which were accompanied by all particulars as called for in the
application form prescribed by the Commission shall be considered and the
candidates fulfilling all the terms of the advertisement of the respective post shall
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be called for the screening/written test/viva-voce interview. The advertisement
further mentioned that the applications which were not accompanied by the
certificates and mark-sheets of the qualifying examination shall not be entertained
and incomplete application in terms of the advertisement would be summarily
rejected. The candidates had to ensure that they fulfil all the eligibility conditions.
71.4. In view of the above terms and conditions of the advertisement and the position
of law with regard to the cut-off date, it is evident that the candidatures of those
candidates who did not have the prescribed qualification on 16.06.2020 are liable
to be rejected.
71.5. As per the notification dated 11.12.2020, the total number of candidates to be
shortlisted for personality test/interview for the post of Assistant Engineer [Civil]
would be at the ratio of 1:3.
71.6. In view of the above fact situation, it clearly emerges that in the event the
performance of ineligible candidates in the written examination, held on
15.11.2020, are taken into consideration in shortlisting the candidates for
personality test/interview then the interests of the eligible candidates including
that of the petitioners, are liable to be prejudicially affected.
71.7. In its affidavit-in-reply filed on 23.09.2021, the Commission has asserted that it
will check the eligibility of the required number of candidates for interview at the
ratio prescribed. It has further averred that a list of selected candidates and a list
of rejected candidates are ready for publication before declaration of the OMR
based screening test’s results and the same have not been published due to the
operation of the interim order. The Commission in its affidavit has further averred
that instructions were issued to invigilators to verify the identity of the candidates
who appeared in the screening test by taking into account the photograph and
the facsimile signature of the candidates so as to prevent impersonation.
71.8. In view of the above fact situation obtaining in the case, more particularly, to
protect the interests of the eligible candidates the Commission shall ensure to
remove the names of such candidates who did not have the requisite qualification
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on the last date of submission of the application, prior to shortlisting and
publication of the list of eligible candidates to appear in the viva-voce/interview in
the ratio of 1:3. The Commission shall also ensure that no two or more persons
had appeared in the name of one single individual against whom more than one
admit card had been issued.
72.

Summing up, both the writ petitions are dismissed. The interim orders stand
recalled. The State respondents and the Commission are at liberty to proceed
with the selection processes initiated by the Advertisement no. 06/2019 to bring
the same to its logical conclusion by taking into consideration the observations
made above. There shall, however, be no order as to cost.

JUDGE

Comparing Assistant
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